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Abstract 

Stroke is a leading cause of disability that can result in a variety of motor, 

sensory, and/or cognitive deficits. Importantly, use of sensory feedback to guide motor 

actions, a crucial component of voluntary motor control, may be compromised in these 

individuals. Assessment of these impairments is important to guide decisions about 

clinical rehabilitation. However, current clinical tools are often subjective and use coarse 

criteria-based scoring. We took a novel approach of using a robotic exoskeleton to 

provide objective and continuous measures of impairments post-stroke. Subjects with 

stroke and non-disabled controls were assessed on a series of robotic tasks. 

Impairments were defined as performance outside the range of 95% of non-disabled 

controls. 

In our first study, we assessed the use of limb afferent feedback to make a motor 

corrective response with a postural perturbation task. Up to 79% of subjects with stroke 

had impairments in the coordination, timing, and/or accuracy of their corrective 

responses. Interestingly, impairments were often bilateral. 

In our second study, we investigated whether impairments in the use of limb 

afferent feedback for action and perception are independent. Stroke-related 

impairments were independent in the perturbation and limb position matching tasks, 

both of which rely entirely on limb afferent feedback (Fisher, p=0.79). Performance was 

weakly correlated between the perturbation and visually-guided reaching task, both of 

which are motor tasks (rs=0.39, p=0.002). Thus, each task provides unique information 

of individual impairments post-stroke. 
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In the final study, we designed an Object Hit and Avoid task where subjects were 

instructed to hit target objects falling from the top of the screen while avoiding distractor 

objects. Up to 78% of subjects with stroke were identified as impaired in task 

parameters and 50% had impaired hit selectivity. The specificity of objects hit was 

correlated with cognitive function (rs=-0.49, p=2x10-10). 

The results of this thesis highlight that many individual subjects with stroke have 

impairments in the use of sensory feedback to select and control motor actions. These 

tasks provide unique information on impairments associated with stroke. Future studies 

are necessary to identify how this information may guide patient-centered rehabilitation 

to ameliorate the effects of stroke.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Stroke is a leading cause of serious long term disability (Centers for Disease and 

Prevention, 2009, Mozaffarian et al., 2015). Sixty-five percent of people who sustain a 

stroke are left with some form of impairment or disability (Heidenreich et al., 2011), and 

36% have significant disabilities after 5 years (Hackett et al., 2000).  There are about 

405,000 Canadians currently living with the effects of stroke (Krueger et al., 2015). The 

number of individuals with stroke will only grow with the aging population, as the risk of 

stroke doubles every 10 years after the age of 55 (Heidenreich et al., 2011). Thus the 

prevalence of stroke in Canada is estimated to increase to between 654,00 and 726,000 

by 2038 (Krueger et al., 2015). Stroke also translates into a significant cost to the health 

care system. In 2000, stroke cost Canadians an estimated $3.6 billion dollars in health 

care and lost productivity due to premature death and long-term disability (Dai et al., 

2009). Therefore, it is critical to implement strategies to prevent or mitigate the impact of 

stroke on society. 

 Stroke can result in a variety of motor, sensory, and/or cognitive deficits (Teasell 

and Hussein, 2013). These deficits are measured by a variety of neurological 

assessments. A major hurdle to post-stroke rehabilitation is the inherent variability of 

recovery due to the stroke size, location, and severity as well as a number of individual 

differences (Giaquinto et al., 1999, Counsell and Dennis, 2001, Kwakkel et al., 2004). 

Thus, post-stroke assessments are important because they aim to provide information 
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for predicting and tracking recovery, as well as measuring the effectiveness of different 

treatment strategies (Gladstone et al., 2002). Assessments can also be used to tailor 

rehabilitation to the individual subjects’ impairments post-stroke (Gowland, 1982, 

Alexander, 1994, Scott and Dukelow, 2011). Many clinical assessments often fall short 

in these aims due to subjectivity, coarse ordinal grading scales, and criteria-based 

scoring. 

We took a novel approach of using robotic technology to assess sensory, motor, 

and cognitive impairments post-stroke (Scott and Dukelow, 2011). This approach 

overcomes limitations inherent to many post-stroke clinical assessments by being 

inherently objective and measuring performance on a quantitative and continuous scale. 

Robotic assessment tasks can be designed to assess specific sensory, motor, and/or 

cognitive functions. The performance of individual subjects with stroke can also be 

identified as impaired by comparison to performance of a large number of non-disabled 

controls. Previous work in the lab has created tasks to quantify certain sensory and 

motor impairments that are common after a stroke. Specifically, these impairments are 

seen in the use of limb afferent feedback to form a perception of where the limb is in 

space (Dukelow et al., 2010) and the use of primarily visual feedback to make a 

voluntary reaching movement (Coderre et al., 2010). The current work expands on this 

research of assessing sensory and motor function after someone has a stroke. We 

quantify impairments in subjects' use of limb afferent feedback (in the absence of vision) 

to guide a motor response to an unexpected environmental stimulus. We further explore 

where subjects' impairments in this ability to use limb afferent feedback to guide motor 

action fall along the continuum of motor and sensory impairments. Finally, we 
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investigate subjects' impairments in the ability to make quick and accurate motor 

decisions when the environment requires them to undertake simultaneous processing of 

multiple potential motor goals. 

 

1.2 The importance of sensory feedback for motor action 

The healthy human motor system is capable of sophisticated and coordinated 

voluntary movements (Scott, 2004, Diedrichsen et al., 2010). These can be seen in the 

skilled movements of a surgeon’s scalpel or the precise and powerful movements of a 

baseball player’s swing. But the movements of ordinary individuals also show 

tremendous sophistication when examined closely. People tend to make straight 

reaching movements to visual targets with smooth, bell-shaped velocity profiles 

(Morasso, 1981). To make these reaching movements, the motor system must 

coordinate a limb with many degrees of freedom and even more individual muscles that 

may span one or more joints (Scott, 2004, Diedrichsen et al., 2010). The configuration 

of the muscles of the limb means that single joint torques produce multi-joint motion and 

multi-joint torques can create single joint motion (Hollerbach and Flash, 1982, Graham 

et al., 2003). Thus the human motor system must account for these intersegmental 

dynamics. Humans are also able to adapt to novel loads and environments (Lackner 

and Dizio, 1994, Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). For instance, when exposed to a 

force field subjects initially make distorted reaching trajectories, but quickly adapt to 

these external forces to make smooth and straight reaches similar to baseline 

conditions (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994).  
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Optimal feedback control, a recent motor control theory, proposes that the use of 

rapid sensory feedback is a crucial component to the sophistication seen in voluntary 

motor control (Todorov and Jordan, 2002, Todorov, 2004). The concept is that ongoing 

motor actions are modulated by a feedback controller which outputs the motor 

commands for the next time step based on sensory feedback. The problem with 

sensory feedback is that the signals have transmission delays and noise (Todorov and 

Jordan, 2002, Faisal et al., 2008, Cluff et al., 2014). An internal forward model helps to 

account for this problem (Todorov and Jordan, 2002). The model combines an efferent 

copy of the ongoing motor commands with knowledge of the arm’s intersegmental 

dynamics and delayed sensory feedback of the state of the arm (position/configuration, 

velocity, forces) (Todorov and Jordan, 2002, Scott, 2004, Todorov, 2004). This creates 

an optimal estimate of the state of the arm at the current time step that can be used in 

the feedback control law for the creation of the subsequent motor signal. In this way, the 

motor system can achieve its behavioural goals by translating them into feedback laws 

of how to convert sensory feedback into motor commands (Scott, 2004). 

Sensory feedback is needed to respond to changes in the state of the limb 

caused by the external environment, making perturbation experiments an excellent 

window into the use of sensory feedback for motor action (Scott, 2004, 2012). Following 

a mechanical perturbation, the temporal evolution of a multi-phasic response can be 

observed in muscle activity (Pruszynski et al., 2011b). Different experiments with 

perturbations have shown the sophistication of the feedback response develops over 

the course of about 100 milliseconds (ms) (Pruszynski and Scott, 2012). The initial short 

latency response has been shown to be mediated by primarily monosynaptic reflex 
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pathways at the spinal level (Burke et al., 1984, Pruszynski and Scott, 2012). These 

responses display minimal sophistication (especially during arm posture or goal directed 

reaching): mainly increasing proportionally to the amount of pre-perturbation muscle 

activity (Pruszynski and Scott, 2012). The next long latency response occurs between 

50-100 ms and is thought to be generated though both spinal and transcortical feedback 

loops (Matthews, 1991, Pruszynski et al., 2011a). These responses are goal-directed 

and influenced by limb afferent feedback from proprioceptive inputs (Scott, 2012, Cluff 

et al., 2014). The third voluntary response begins at ~100 ms when visual feedback can 

influence the motor responses (Franklin and Wolpert, 2011, Scott, 2012). 

Long-latency responses show many characteristics consistent with the 

sophistication of voluntary motor responses, and both involve sensory and motor 

cortices (Pruszynski et al., 2011b, Pruszynski and Scott, 2012, Scott, 2012). Thus, 

postural perturbation responses provide a window into voluntary motor control. Using 

this paradigm, Crevecoeur et al. (2013) demonstrated that long latency responses are 

modulated based on the urgency to respond to the postural perturbation. Non-disabled 

control subjects showed increased long-latency responses when required to return to 

the postural target within 300 ms versus 700 ms. Similarly, these subjects showed 

increased long-latency responses when returning to a smaller target. In fact, the 

magnitude of the long-latency response on a given trial correlated with the timing of the 

movement reversal on that trial. Thus, long-latency responses are modulated based on 

task urgency and reflect trial-by-trial behavioural performance. 

Long latency responses also demonstrate knowledge of intersegmental 

dynamics (Kurtzer et al., 2008). The dynamics of the upper limb are such that a single 
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joint torque produces multi-joint motion and a multi-joint torque can produce single joint 

motion (Hollerbach and Flash, 1982, Graham et al., 2003). Thus, proprioceptive 

information must be integrated from both joints to correct for the underlying applied 

torque (Hollerbach and Flash, 1982, Kurtzer et al., 2008). For example, Kurtzer et al. 

(2008) designed an experiment where controls responded to two different postural 

perturbations. The first was a shoulder torque which produced a small amount of 

shoulder flexion and a small amount of elbow extension. The second was an elbow 

torque which produced the same amount of shoulder flexion but a larger amount of 

elbow extension. Short-latency responses in posterior deltoid (a shoulder extensor 

muscle) were similar across perturbations, but long-latency responses were larger for 

the shoulder torque perturbation. Kurtzer et al. (2008) further illustrated this point by 

showing that long-latency responses responded to an underlying shoulder torque that 

was part of an applied multi-joint torque that induced no shoulder motion. Thus, 

feedback responses incorporate multi-joint dynamics to counter the underlying torque in 

a postural perturbation task. 

Long-latency responses show many other attributes consistent with voluntary 

motor control. Long-latency responses are goal-oriented, increasing based on the 

distance from the goal and the difference in direction between the perturbation direction 

and the direction of the spatial goal (Pruszynski et al., 2008). Long-latency responses 

are modulated on a trial-by-trial basis by prior experience (Crevecoeur and Scott, 2013). 

Long-latency responses can also use proprioceptive information from the opposite 

upper limb in a task-dependent manner (Omrani et al., 2013). Therefore, these long-
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latency responses highlight the importance of limb afferent feedback for voluntary motor 

control (Scott, 2004, Pruszynski and Scott, 2012). 

There is also growing evidence that sensory feedback is rapidly integrated into 

motor decisions (Cisek, 2007, Cisek and Pastor-Bernier, 2014). Sensory feedback 

integration is modulated by a number of higher-level executive functions involved in 

ongoing motor decisions. Selective attention refines spatial representations of the 

environment into potential movement targets (Treue, 2001, Cisek, 2007). The choice 

between these internal representations is then based on ‘decisional factors’ (Cisek, 

2007). One such factor is the recognition of combinations of visual features and their 

behavioural relevance (Tanaka et al., 1991, Eskandar et al., 1992, Cisek, 2007). 

Feature recognition can then strengthen the likelihood of a particular potential motor 

action being selected (Cisek, 2007). Other factors include the expected value of each 

action (Platt and Glimcher, 1999) and its subjective desirability (Dorris and Glimcher, 

2004). Thus, the sensorimotor system rapidly integrates information on the environment 

to guide motor decisions. 

Another important aspect of voluntary motor control is the ability to inhibit a motor 

action (Munoz and Everling, 2004). For instance, when reaching to a visual target and 

the target jumps to the left, the normal response is to adjust one’s reach to aim for this 

new target location (Day and Lyon, 2000). More voluntary control processes are 

required reach to an imagined target opposite the target jump.  In this anti-reach 

condition, subjects make erroneous initial motor responses and are delayed in 

correcting towards the correct direction. The voluntary override of an automatic 

movement to a target with a goal-directed movement involves many brain areas 
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including frontal cortex (Guitton et al., 1985, Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2003, Munoz and 

Everling, 2004). Movement inhibition improves across human development and declines 

with later aging, presumably related to the functioning of these brain areas (Munoz et 

al., 1998, Peltsch et al., 2011). Disengaging attention from the wrong movement is 

involved in inhibiting an automatic motor action based on the ongoing task (Tipper et al., 

1998, Day and Lyon, 2000). Thus, successful voluntary motor control also involves 

processing sensory feedback based on the ongoing task to determine if a movement 

should be inhibited. 

 

1.3 What is stroke? 

Stroke is a sudden loss of brain function caused by a disruption of blood flow to 

one or more areas of the brain (Hossmann, 2006).  Ischemic stroke, which accounts for 

87% of all cases, is caused by an obstruction causing a reduction in blood supply to a 

specific region of the brain (Blumenfeld, 2002, Mozaffarian et al., 2015).  When neurons 

are deprived of blood flow in stroke, they cease to function within seconds and show 

signs of structural damage in 2-3 minutes (Murphy et al., 2008). Continued metabolic 

starvation leads to an inability of these cells to maintain ionic gradients maintained by 

energy dependent processes and a cascade of apoptotic and necrotic cell death 

processes (Doyle et al., 2008). Stroke can also be due to a bleed in the brain (known as 

a hemorrhagic stroke) which causes brain damage through increases in intracranial 

pressure, reduction of cerebral blood flow, cerebral vasospasm, and/or formation of 

blood clots causing secondary ischemic event(s) (Naranjo et al., 2013). Both ischemic 

and hemorrhagic strokes result in an infarct (dead brain tissue). In the core of the   
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Figure 1. Cross section of rodent cortex after a middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) 

The stroke core (darker brown) has less than 20% of blood flow and fails to regain function. The 

penumbra (lighter brown) can receive collateral blood flow closer to the midline, leading to 

potential regain of function after reperfusion. Figure is reproduced from Murphy and Corbett 

(2009) with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 
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ischemic tissue, cell death occurs within minutes due to excitotoxicity and necrotic cell 

death (Doyle et al., 2008). In the periphery of the ischemic tissue (known as the 

penumbra), collateral blood flow provides some support to these cells and slows the 

progression of cell death through mechanisms such as apoptosis (Figure 1). These 

penumbral cells survive long enough that they may be rescued through reperfusion. 

The initial treatment of stroke is very time sensitive, and dependent on multiple 

assessment tools to make a rapid and accurate diagnosis (Casaubon et al., 2015). 

Typically 1.9 million neurons are lost each minute a stroke is left untreated (Saver, 

2006). The most common presenting symptoms include paresis, sensory deficits, 

headache, and/or speech deficits (Rathore et al., 2002). Neuroimaging is one of the 

major tools used to identify stroke severity and location, as well as if the stroke is 

ischemic or hemorrhagic. This information is combined with age, blood pressure, clinical 

features, and duration of symptoms to decide if the benefits of thrombolytic therapy 

outweigh the risks of treatment (Fugate and Rabinstein, 2015). 

 

1.4 Stroke Rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation post-stroke is also time sensitive as recovery peaks within the first 

1 to 3 months (Kwakkel et al., 2004, Teasell and Hussein, 2013). The time course of 

neurological recovery (as measured by the Scandinavian Neurological Stroke Scale) is 

dependent on the initial stroke severity (Jorgensen et al., 1995) (Figure 2). In general, 

patients with mild stroke achieve 80% recovery by 2.5 weeks and 95% recovery in 6.5 

weeks (on average). In comparison, patients with very severe stroke achieve 80% 

recovery by 10 weeks and 95% recovery in 13 weeks (on average). A recent study by 
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Figure 2. The time course of neurological recovery shown by the cumulative rate of patients 

having reached their best neurological outcome. 

Legend:  rates for all subjects,  subjects with initial mild stroke severity,  subjects with initial 

moderate stroke severity,  subjects with initial severe stroke severity,  subjects with initial 

very severe stroke severity. Figure is reproduced from Jorgensen et al. (1995) with permission 

from Elsevier. 
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Semrau et al. (2015) shows that individual recovery profiles are more variable than 

described in this study. Subjects with mild to moderate stroke sometimes showed 

continuing recovery at six months post-stroke. 

Physiologically, this peak recovery period is paralleled by a critical window where 

rehabilitative training not only increases the restoration of function, but also increases 

neural growth (Biernaskie et al., 2004). Rehabilitative training during this period in a 

monkey model of stroke has also been associated with expansion of the cortical territory 

of the functional network disrupted by the stroke; this expansion includes adjacent 

territory which was involved in a similar function (Nudo et al., 1996). In comparison, in 

monkeys who did not receive rehabilitation, this territory shrank rather than expanded 

(Nudo and Milliken, 1996). Depending on the size and location of the stroke, tissue with 

similar function may only be found in upstream or downstream cortical areas (Murphy 

and Corbett, 2009). These areas can be repurposed to compensate for the functional 

aspect of the network disrupted by the stroke. Sometimes contralesional cortical areas 

are used, although increased bilateral activation has been associated with less 

complete recovery. 

Early and more intensive rehabilitation therapy capitalizes on these 

neurophysiological processes and leads to better outcomes for individuals with stroke 

(Horn et al., 2005). Evidence-based Canadian best practices recommend a minimum of 

3 hours of direct task-specific therapy (Dawson et al., 2013). These repetitive and task-

specific exercises strengthen the ability of functional networks affected by the stroke to 

compete for cortical territory in monkey models of stroke (Nudo, 2007). Environments 

enriched in social, sensorimotor, and cognitive stimulation in combination with 
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rehabilitation exercises have been shown to increase neural growth and result in better 

functional outcomes in rodent models of stroke (Biernaskie and Corbett, 2001). With 

limited health resources and patient endurance, targeting specific impaired functions 

should be one of the best ways to increase the intensity and effectiveness of 

rehabilitation. 

 

1.5 The importance of stroke assessment 

In order to maximize the effectiveness of early and intensive rehabilitation 

therapy, we need effective tools to characterize and quantify the impairments of 

individual subjects (Gowland, 1982, Alexander, 1994, Duncan et al., 2000b, Chen and 

Winstein, 2009, Scott and Dukelow, 2011). This enables clinicians to target 

rehabilitation, to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of different therapies and 

interventions, and to predict long-term stroke outcomes to prioritize limited health care 

resources. To do this, we need to understand exactly what functions have been 

damaged as a result of the individual’s stroke. Similarly, we need to assess patients’ 

sensory and motor functions during rehabilitation to see when improvements in a 

particular function reach a plateau or full normal ability. 

 

1.6 Stroke Assessment of Motor Impairments 

Impairments in motor function are the most visible impact of stroke. Most of the 

impact of the stroke is contralateral to the brain lesion due to the body’s anatomy 

(Blumenfeld, 2002). There can also be some impact on the ipsilesional side (Sainburg 
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and Duff, 2006, Mutha et al., 2012). Classical descriptions of stroke-related motor 

impairments focus on strength, spasticity, and independent control of limb segments 

(Twitchell, 1951).  

Muscle weakness is an commonly present on one side of the body after a stroke 

(Colebatch and Gandevia, 1989, Blumenfeld, 2002). Hemiplegia is due to damage of 

neural pathways involved in the control of these muscles, including cortical and 

subcortical areas. Weakness can be greater in facial, upper limb or lower limb muscles 

depending on the location of the stroke. Loss of strength is a greater contributor to 

disability than spasticity (Patten et al., 2004) or impairments in muscle coordination 

(Canning et al., 2004). 

Muscle power is measured by the Medical Research Council scale and allows 

clinicians to determine the amount of weakness in individual muscles in relation to the 

range of active movement around a single joint (Compston, 2010). Muscle power is 

scored on an ordinal scale between 0 and 5. One limitation is that this assessment is 

relatively coarse, with 96% of the range of potential strength scoring 4/5 (MacAvoy and 

Green, 2007). 

Spasticity is defined as “a velocity dependent increased resistance to tonic 

stretch” (Lance, 1980). The mechanism of the measured increased resistance can be 

related to changes in the passive properties of the muscle-tendon complex, reflex 

thresholds, or motor neuron excitability (Patten et al., 2004, Ansari et al., 2008). Thus, 

the way spasticity is clinically measured does not distinguish between central and 

peripheral causes of increased resistance to passive stretch (Ivanhoe and Reistetter, 

2004). Although management of spasticity is still a part of neurorehabilitiation, 
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hypertonia may compensate for weakness to the point of allowing more voluntary motor 

function in some patients (Dietz, 2000, Patten et al., 2004). 

Spasticity is measured clinically by passively moving the limb through its range of 

motion at progressively increasing speeds (Ivanhoe and Reistetter, 2004). It was first 

measured on a 5 point ordinal scale developed by Ashworth (1964), and then modified 

to be the 6 point Modified Ashworth Scale (Bohannon and Smith, 1987). The Modified 

Ashworth Scale has poor interrater reliability (Blackburn et al., 2002). This may be 

related to the subjective nature of the test leading to disagreements in scoring (Pandyan 

et al., 1999). Merging levels 1,1+ and 2 may provide the reliability needed, but further 

reduces the responsiveness of the already coarse assessment (Pandyan et al., 2003). 

The Modified Ashworth Scale also does not exclusively measure spasticity because 

muscle contracture causing the rigidity, seen in the highest scores, is not exclusively 

caused by spasticity (O'Dwyer et al., 1996).  

Impairments in voluntary control of the limb often present in characteristic co-

activation of certain muscle groups in the upper and lower limbs (Twitchell, 1951). 

Clinically, this is observed as some combination of 2 primary patterns, referred to as 

synergies (Brunnström, 1970). The flexion synergy includes a strong elbow flexion 

component and a weaker shoulder abduction and external rotation component. The 

extension synergy includes a strong shoulder adduction and internal rotation and a 

weaker elbow extension component. The co-activation patterns between elbow and 

shoulder muscles have been quantified in subjects with stroke during isometric torque 

production (Dewald et al., 1995, Roh et al., 2015). Elbow and shoulder muscle activity 

has also been shown to be coupled when averaged over first 100 ms of a postural 
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perturbation response (Trumbower et al., 2010). Abnormal coupling of elbow and 

shoulder muscles during both isometric contraction and postural perturbation responses 

correlate with clinical measures of voluntary motor control (Trumbower et al., 2010, Roh 

et al., 2015). Subjects with stroke also show impaired coordination of multi-joint 

movements that may be related to the inability to successfully account for 

intersegmental dynamics (Beer et al., 2000). 

Voluntary control has been observed to follow a characteristic path of recovery, 

and is described in Brunnstrom’s stages of motor recovery. These stages have been 

adapted in the Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment (CMSA) to rate motor 

impairment of the limb based on the degree of independent voluntary motor control of 

that limb (Gowland et al., 1993). These stages of motor recovery are never skipped 

according to the work of Twitchell (1951), but patients may plateau at any point. 

Twitchell’s contention that these stages are linear and never skipped has not been 

empirically confirmed. Nevertheless, it has been deemed sufficiently useful to serve as 

the basis of the Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment, the widely used Fugl-Meyer 

assessment (Fugl-Meyer et al., 1974, Gladstone et al., 2002), and the Stroke 

Rehabilitation Assessment of Movement (Daley et al., 1999). Thus, the Chedoke-

McMaster Stroke Assessment allows the stratification of subjects based on their stage 

of motor recovery as well as tracking individual subject neurological recovery over time 

(Gowland et al., 1993). 

 In contrast to the assessments already mentioned, the Wolf Motor Function Test 

relies partially on objective continuous measures to quantify upper extremity function 

(Wolf et al., 2001). The test consists of six tasks to assess joint segment movements 
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and 9 tasks to assess integrative functional movements (Wolf et al., 1989). The time to 

complete each movement is recorded and the quality of the movement is scored. The 

Wolf Motor Function Test has been shown to be a sensitive indicator of clinical changes 

to the function of the upper extremity in acute stroke subjects (Edwards et al., 2012). 

This test detected impairments in both arms of subjects with stroke when compared to 

control performance (Wolf et al., 2001). In contrast, the widely used Fugl-Meyer 

assessment only detected impairments in the more affected arm. The Wolf Motor 

Function test takes about 30-45 minutes to administer, but shortened tests have been 

developed (Bogard et al., 2009). The test still has significant floor effects for subjects 

with moderate to severe stroke, as the time to complete a movement is truncated at 120 

seconds (Wolf et al., 2005, Salter et al., 2013). 

 

1.7 Stroke Assessment of Sensory Impairments 

 Stroke can also damage different sensory modalities which allow us to interpret 

the world around us. Visual, tactile, and/or proprioceptive deficits can occur depending 

on the location of the stroke (Carey, 1995, Blumenfeld, 2002, Patestas and Gartner, 

2013). Importantly, sensory impairments do not only affect our perception of the world 

around us, but also impact our ability to perform activities of daily living (Tyson et al., 

2007, Roth et al., 2009).  

 Stroke can damage parts of the visual system, leading to characteristic visual 

field deficits (Blumenfeld, 2002). Damage to the primary visual cortex can cause 

scotoma(s) (small blind spot(s)), quadrantopia (one blind quadrant of vision), or 

homonymous hemianopia (one blind half of vision) depending on the extent of the 
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damage. Damage to visual pathways travelling through the temporal and parietal lobes 

can cause superior or inferior quantrantopia (respectively). Visual field deficits 

negatively impact quality of life, spatial orientation, reading, educational outcomes, and 

occupational outcomes (Roth et al., 2009).  

About half of those who sustain a stroke will have some sort of somatosensory 

deficits, usually consisting of tactile and/or proprioceptive deficits (Carey, 1995). 

Proprioception is the sense of limb position and motion (McCloskey, 1973). Tactile 

deficits are twice as common as proprioceptive deficits (Tyson et al., 2007). This may 

be due to proprioceptive pathways being more distributed, leading to more 

redundancies in the system. Right hemisphere strokes are also more likely to lead to 

somatosensory deficits than left hemisphere strokes (Sullivan and Hedman, 2008). 

Somatosensory impairments are significantly related to the degree of weakness, stroke 

severity, ability to perform activities of daily living, and rehabilitation outcomes (Tyson et 

al., 2007).  

Clinical measures of proprioception are either dichotomous or very coarse. The 

Rivermead Assessment for Somatosensory Perception measures both of tactile and 

proprioceptive sensations (Winward et al., 2002). Detection of touch is assessed by 

subjects indicating whether they felt the assessor’s light touch. Discrimination is tested 

by subjects' reports of where they felt the touch. Similarly, detection of proprioception is 

assessed by subjects' feeling their joint being moved through its range of motion and 

discrimination by reporting the direction of movement. The Rivermead Assessment for 

Somatosensory perception measured senses using dichotomous options. The thumb 

localizing task, in contrast, measures proprioception on a coarse ordinal scale 
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(Hirayama et al., 1999). In the thumb localizing task, the assessor moves the subject’s 

one arm into a random orientation with the subject’s thumb abducted and extended from 

the rest of the hand. The subject is then instructed to pinch their thumb with their other 

hand. Their proprioceptive accuracy is scored on a scale of zero to three. Both the 

Rivermead and Thumb Localizing tests are done with the subject’s eyes closed 

(Hirayama et al., 1999, Winward et al., 2002). Although measurement of these functions 

is important to evaluate impairment and the effectiveness of treatment, commonly used 

clinical measures have comparatively less reliability, sensitivity, and accuracy than 

quantitative standardized tests (Kim and Choi-Kwon, 1996, Pumpa et al., 2015). 

 

1.8 Stroke Assessment of Cognitive Impairments 

 Cognitive deficits are very common after stroke, occurring in about two-thirds of 

stroke survivors (Jin et al., 2006). About 10% of those who have their first stroke will 

develop dementia, but the incidence increases to 30% after a recurrent stroke 

(Pendlebury and Rothwell, 2009). Patients with vascular cognitive impairment without 

dementia are also at increased risk, with 46% prevalence in 5 years (Narasimhalu et al., 

2009). Thus, assessment may facilitate the intervention(s) necessary to mitigate the 

effects of cognitive deterioration. 

Broad cognitive assessments after stroke can be detailed or brief. A 

neurophysiological evaluation assesses multiple cognitive domains in depth including 

intellectual functioning, language, memory, and perception and visuospatial construction 

(van Zandvoort et al., 2005). The Montreal Cognitive Assessment is a screening tool for 

cognitive impairment and dementia that only takes approximately 10 minutes to 
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complete (Nasreddine et al., 2005). It briefly tests visuospatial/executive functions, 

memory, attention, language, abstraction, and orientation. Early cognitive deficits are 

prognostic of long term cognitive impairments, difficulties in activities of daily living, 

depression, and lower quality of life (Heruti et al., 2002, Nys et al., 2006, Salvadori et 

al., 2013). Early assessment of cognitive impairments can also influence stroke 

recovery and rehabilitation strategies (van Zandvoort et al., 2005, Salvadori et al., 

2013). 

 Unfortunately, there are a number of obstacles to assessing cognitive function 

post-stroke (Cumming et al., 2012). Dysphasia, fluctuating levels of arousal, general 

malaise, headache, psychological distress, fatigue, and hand weakness can all cause 

problems for cognitive assessments (Malec et al., 1990, Cumming et al., 2012). These 

problems can contribute to an inability to start or finish a detailed neurological 

evaluation (van Zandvoort et al., 2005, Cumming et al., 2012). The Montreal Cognitive 

Assessment is a much shorter option (~10 minutes) (Nasreddine et al., 2005). However 

many individuals with moderate to severe stroke cannot complete the Montreal 

Cognitive Assessment due to the required verbal or written responses (Dong et al., 

2010, Cumming et al., 2012, Pasi et al., 2013). Furthermore, the Montreal Cognitive 

Assessment was designed to be an indicator of cognitive status and is not sensitive to 

specific cognitive impairments, which can lead to false negatives (van Zandvoort et al., 

2005). Therefore, the choice of cognitive assessment tools is about balancing time and 

feasibility with obtaining detailed information of post-stroke function in multiple cognitive 

domains. 
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Neglect, which is a deficit in attention or awareness, can occur as a result of 

stroke (Kerkhoff, 2001). Visual hemi-neglect presents as the impaired or absent ability 

to process or react to visual stimuli presented on the side contralateral to the lesioned 

hemisphere. Patients with visual neglect orient their gaze in the ipsilesional hemispace 

during a visual search, and will spend less time searching the contralesional hemispace 

(Johnston and Diller, 1986, Karnath et al., 1998). This inattention to contralesional 

visual stimuli can result in a number of deficits in activities of daily life including bumping 

into objects, missing words when reading, or not eating food on one side of a plate 

(Friedland and Weinstein, 1976, Sunderland et al., 1987). There is also evidence that 

visual neglect is hyperattention, or difficulty to disengage attention, from the ipsilesional 

hemispace (Mark et al., 1988, Umiltà, 1995). 

 The Behavioural Inattention Test (BIT) is a battery of tasks designed to screen 

for unilateral visual neglect (Halligan et al., 1991, Salter et al., 2013). The conventional 

subtests of the BIT involve 3 visual search tasks, a figure copying task, a line bisection 

task, and a drawing from memory task. Behavioural subtests of the BIT include picture 

scanning, reading, sentence copying, map navigation, and visual search tasks. The 

presence of visual hemi-neglect is determined by a greater number of test omissions on 

one side (contralesional side) as compared to age matched controls. 

 

1.9 Limitations of Current Clinical Assessments of Stroke 

Current clinical assessments of post-stroke function often have key limitations 

which impede their ability to accurately measure clinically meaningful changes. I have 
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mentioned specific limitations of certain assessment tools when discussing them 

(above), but there are general themes across many clinical measures.  

Most standard clinical assessments rely on the subjective observations and 

judgements by a clinician (Scott and Dukelow, 2011). For instance, the test for muscle 

power involves the clinician judging how much resistance the person can produce with a 

particular muscle (Brain, 2000). 

Many clinical assessments rely on coarse criteria-based scoring to ensure 

reliability between raters since scoring is based on subjective judgements (Scott and 

Dukelow, 2011). This can lead to difficulties in assessments being responsive to subtle, 

but clinically important changes. The test for muscle power  is relatively coarse, ranging 

from 0 (no contraction) to 5 (normal power) (Brain, 2000). This translates to limited 

responsiveness as 96% of the range of potential strength scoring 4/5 (MacAvoy and 

Green, 2007). 

Finally, there is the difficulty of determining whether the patient has regained full 

normal function. The Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment uses a series of tasks to 

determine if the patient is capable of rapid, age appropriate complex motion patterns 

that show no difference with the “normal” side (Gowland et al., 1993). The problem is 

that the “normal” side has also been shown to incur deficits in voluntary motor control as 

a result of the stroke (Sainburg and Duff, 2006, Coderre et al., 2010, Mutha et al., 

2012). Therefore, this “normal” side is not an appropriate window into the patient’s level 

of motor control performance that existed pre-stroke. 

Current clinical assessments are used inconsistently, leading to the measured 

effectiveness of treatment being potentially more related to the assessment(s) chosen 
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rather than the actual efficacy of the intervention (Duncan et al., 2000a). Different 

outcome measures show a different course of recovery and different final percentages 

of subjects who achieve full recovery. For instance, 57.3% or 36.8% of subjects show 

full recovery after 6 months depending on whether outcomes were measured by the 

Barthel Index or the Fugl-Meyer. This has tremendous importance as choices regarding 

outcome measures in drug trials and other interventions could make the difference 

between proving efficacy or no significance as compared to the placebo group (Duncan 

et al., 2000b). Two different randomized control trials of rt-PA, currently the only FDA 

approved thrombolytic drug to establish reperfusion, found conflicting results (Duncan et 

al., 2000a, Hickenbottom and Barsan, 2000). Only after applying the same outcome 

measures in a post-hoc analysis did both sets of data show favourable findings (Hacke 

et al., 1998a). Simplifying assessment outcomes to impaired or not can also overlook 

significant partial clinical recovery (Duncan et al., 2000b). There are also 

inconsistencies in the chosen threshold values that determine whether a subject is 

impaired or not impaired on a specific assessment (Sulter et al., 1999, Duncan et al., 

2000a). A subsequent trial of thrombolytic therapy only found significantly favourable 

results with a post-hoc adjustment threshold score for disability (Hacke et al., 1998b). 

These are powerful examples of how outcome measures must be designed and chosen 

carefully in order to best inform clinical decisions about stroke rehabilitation. 

 

1.10 Robotic Stroke Assessments 

Recently, robotic technology has been used as an alternative approach to stroke 

assessment (Scott and Dukelow, 2011, Balasubramanian et al., 2012). Robotic  
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Figure 3. KINARM exoskeleton robot 

Left: Picture of KINARM exoskeleton robot (BKIN Technologies, Kingston, ON). Right: 

Overhead schematic of KINARM exoskeleton during the limb position matching task. Figure 

reproduced from Dukelow et al. (2010) with permission from SAGE Publications, Inc. 
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technology has the advantage of providing objective, quantitative, and continuous 

measures of sensory and motor performance. Impairment thresholds can be designated 

based on the range of performance of age, sex, and handedness matched controls 

(Herter et al., 2014). Finally, tasks can be designed to target specific sensorimotor 

functions (Krakauer, 2005, Scott and Dukelow, 2011). For a detailed review of this novel 

approach, please see Scott and Dukelow (2011). 

 Exoskeleton robots have been used in stroke rehabilitation as well as 

assessment (Prange et al., 2006, Scott and Dukelow, 2011, Balasubramanian et al., 

2012). The KINARM exoskeleton (BKIN Technologies, Kingston, ON) (Figure 3), which 

is used by our group, tracks hand and joint motion by moving in parallel with individual 

arm segments (Scott, 1999, Dukelow et al., 2010). This is accomplished by lining up the 

joints of the robot with the joints of the subject, so the subject moves the robot when 

moving their own arm. This motion tracking information also provides hand and joint 

velocities, acceleration, forces, and torques. Exoskeleton robots often provide weight 

support, which is useful in both rehabilitation and assessment as weakness and fatigue 

are common symptoms after stroke (Housman et al., 2009, Coderre et al., 2010). 

Systems are usually combined with some sort of visual display to provide and 

manipulate visual stimuli and visual feedback of limb position. The display can be a 

virtual reality system, such that the only feedback is provided through a computer 

monitor or an augmented reality system where the limb can be viewed directly along 

with the virtual feedback. Robotic technology can also apply mechanical loads, allowing 

experimenters to use both visual and mechanical manipulations to probe sensory, 

motor, and cognitive functions after stroke. 
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Visually-guided reaching paradigms have been used by a number of groups to 

assess sensorimotor deficits (Winstein and Pohl, 1995, Beer et al., 2000, Cirstea et al., 

2003, Haaland et al., 2004, Coderre et al., 2010). This task assesses the coordination of 

the arm in making fast and accurate centre-out reaching movements to visual targets 

with visual feedback of hand position. Coderre et al. (2010) developed a visually-guided 

reaching task on the KINARM exoskeleton robot to quantify impairments in individual 

subjects with subacute stroke as compared to the performance of non-disabled control 

subjects (Figure 4). Task performance was measured by parameters capturing multiple 

aspects of voluntary motor control including: postural control, reaction time, initial 

movement characteristics, corrections during movement, and overall movement 

characteristics. Between 27% and 66% of subjects with stroke were identified as 

impaired by more affected arm (hereafter referred to as the affected arm) performance, 

depending on the individual reaching parameter used. Up to 42% of subjects had 

impairments in the less affected arm (hereafter referred to as unaffected arm) and up to 

69% were identified as impaired based on performance asymmetries between arms. 

Reaching parameters also had good interrater reliability ranging from 0.77 to 0.91 for 5 

representative movement parameters (Coderre et al., 2010, Dukelow et al., 2012). 

Visually-guided reaching requires a widely distributed neural circuit, including areas in 

the occipital, parietal, and frontal lobes and subcortical structures such as the 

cerebellum (Kalaska et al., 1997, Shadmehr and Wise, 2005, Scott and Dukelow, 2011). 

Thus, impairments in this task may reflect deficits in multiple attributes of voluntary 

motor control and injury to multiple brain regions (Scott and Dukelow, 2011). 
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Figure 4. Visually-guided reaching task 

(a) Schematic of subject making a point-to-point reaching movement in the visually guided 

reaching task. (b) Reaching trajectories form an exemplar subject with stroke. 

 
 

 

Figure 5. Limb position matching task 

Left: Data from a typical control subject in the limb position matching task. The right hand was 

moved to one of nine spatial locations by the robot (filled symbols). The subject mirror matched 

these positions with the left hand (open symbols). Ellipses around target represent one standard 

deviation. Right: Data from right hand are mirror transformed to quantify discrepancies between 

the passive robotically moved hand position and the active hand position. Figure reproduced 

from Dukelow et al. (2010) with permission from SAGE Publications, Inc. 
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A limb position matching task was also developed on the KINARM to assess the 

use of limb afferent feedback (and not visual feedback) to form a perception of the 

configuration of the arm (Dukelow et al., 2010) (Figure 5). In this task, the affected arm 

is moved into a particular configuration by the robot. Subjects are instructed to mirror-

match this configuration with their unaffected arm without visual feedback of 

either arm. By requiring responses with the unaffected arm, the task disambiguates 

impairments in the perception of the affected limb’s position with motor impairments in 

the affected limb. Impairments in this task were much more common with subjects 

whose more affected side was their left side (67% of left-affected subjects) than 

subjects whose right side was more affected (33% of right-affected subjects). Interrater 

reliability was good for task parameters (r>=0.70). These results correspond with the 

importance of the right hemisphere for spatial awareness (Bowen et al., 1999, Kerkhoff, 

2001, Serrien et al., 2006). 

The KINARM has also been used to assess impairments in bimanual motor skills 

after a stroke using an object hit task (Tyryshkin et al., 2014). In this task virtual balls fell 

from the top of the screen towards the subjects. Subjects were instructed to hit all balls 

away from them with either hand, which were both represented by a virtual horizontal 

paddle. Balls could fall from one of ten locations at the top of the screen, thus requiring 

subject attention across the workspace. Balls also fell at increasing speed and 

frequency as the task progressed, gradually challenging the subject so that there would 

be no ceiling effects with non-disabled control subjects. This task identified most 

subjects as impaired in hit percentage (79%), and about two thirds of subjects as having 
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abnormal asymmetries in bimanual motor skills. Interrater reliability was generally good 

with 9/12 parameters r>0.7 and 6/12 parameters r>=0.9. 

Although all these tasks measure important aspects of sensory or motor function, 

they do not directly measure the use of limb afferent feedback for motor action. As 

mentioned earlier, sensory feedback is crucial for voluntary motor control (Todorov and 

Jordan, 2002, Scott, 2004, Todorov, 2004). Thus, our objective is to develop a new 

robotic task to measure this important aspect of motor function for use with subjects 

with stroke. 

 

1.11 Purpose of Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to characterize individual impairments in the use of 

sensory feedback for motor actions and motor decisions post-stroke. Due to sensory 

and/or motor impairments after a stroke (Teasell and Hussein, 2013), we hypothesize 

many subjects with stroke will have impairments in the use of sensory feedback for the 

selection and control of motor actions. We use the KINARM exoskeleton robot (BKIN 

Technologies, Kingston, ON) in the following studies, which allowed free movement of 

the subject’s arms in the horizontal plane and provided full support against gravity 

(Scott, 1999, Dukelow et al., 2010). This technology is ideal for applying mechanical 

perturbations and therefore measuring behavioural characteristics of impaired limb 

afferent feedback for action post stroke (Scott and Dukelow, 2011). The device enables 

the manipulation of virtual feedback of fingertip position and environmental 

objects/targets. Three studies were conducted in non-disabled control subjects and 

subjects with stroke to characterize stroke-related impairments in the use of sensory 
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feedback for action. The performance of non-disabled controls acted as a reference 

range to determine if individual subjects with stroke were impaired in a particular task or 

task parameter (Herter et al., 2014). 

In chapter 2, we investigated post-stroke impairments in the use of limb afferent 

feedback for motor action. Recent theories of motor control emphasize the importance 

of sensory feedback (Todorov and Jordan, 2002, Scott, 2004). From this perspective, 

motor impairments in stroke may be due to a reduced ability to use afferent feedback to 

create successful voluntary motor actions (Scott and Norman, 2003). Thus, postural 

perturbations can be used to assess the use of limb afferent feedback for action (Scott, 

2004). Previous studies have found attenuation of long-latency responses post-stroke 

by examining muscle activity during different perturbation experiments (Marsden et al., 

1977, Verrier et al., 1984). This indicates that the feedback control system can be 

impaired in individual subjects with stroke. We hypothesize that subjects with stroke are 

slower in responding to postural perturbations than controls, due to their reduced and/or 

absent long-latency responses.  

Thus, we developed a postural perturbation task to assess post-stroke 

impairments in the use of limb afferent feedback for motor action. Our goal was to 

create a behavioural task to quantify the ability of subjects with stroke to actively correct 

for unexpected disturbances of the arm during a goal-directed motor action. In the task, 

a step torque was applied to either the elbow or shoulder while subjects maintained 

their hand in a visual target. Subjects were required to actively respond to the 

perturbation to return their hand to the target as quickly and accurately as possible. This 
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allowed us to identify individual subjects with stroke who had impairments in using limb 

afferent feedback for action.  

In chapter 3, we investigated the relationship between impairments in the use of 

limb afferent feedback for perception or for action. Our research group has found that 

impairments in visually-guided reaching and limb position sense after stroke are 

independent (Dukelow et al., 2012). This is somewhat surprising given the fact that 

sensory feedback of limb position is critical to voluntary motor control (Todorov and 

Jordan, 2002, Scott, 2004). It is possible that visual feedback during visual guided 

reaching can largely compensate for impairments in the use of limb afferent feedback. 

This independence in impairments between the two tasks may suggest that separate 

functional circuits underlie the use of limb afferent feedback for motor action versus 

perception, as demonstrated for vision (Goodale and Milner, 1992). The postural 

perturbation task developed in chapter 2 quantifies impairments in the use of limb 

afferent feedback for action without the use of vision. We hypothesize that perturbation 

task performance will be related to performance in both the position matching task and 

the visual-guided reaching task, since the perturbation task uses only limb afferent 

feedback (like the limb position matching task) and requires a motor response (like the 

reaching task). 

In this study, we compared the performance of subjects with stroke in the 

postural perturbation task, with their performance in the visually-guided reaching and 

limb position matching task. Each subject with stroke was categorized based on their 

combination of impairments across the three tasks. Thus, it could be determined how 

strongly task impairments are independent or co-occur. Performance was also 
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correlated across tasks. Therefore, we could determine where impairments in the 

perturbation task fall on the continuum between the other two tasks (position match and 

reaching).  

In chapter 4, we investigate the use of visual feedback for selecting motor 

actions. Recent theories highlight the importance of sensory feedback in selecting future 

motor actions (Cisek, 2007). This selection process can involve many different 

perceptual and cognitive processes to achieve a behavioural goal. In a conjunctive 

visual search task, both selective attention and feature/object recognition are required to 

find a target (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). These processes help to distinguish a target 

object amongst distractor objects which may share some of the same features. This 

function is impaired in subjects with stroke and visual neglect (Erez et al., 2009). In an 

anti-saccade task or anti-reach task, automatic movements to a potential motor goal 

must be inhibited to produce the goal-directed voluntary action (Hallett, 1978, Day and 

Lyon, 2000, Munoz and Everling, 2004). This voluntary override may involve redirecting 

attention, and is impaired in subjects with stroke and visual neglect (Mark et al., 1988, 

Rossit et al., 2011). We hypothesize that individual subjects with stroke will be impaired 

in enacting or inhibiting a motor response to a potential target based on sensory 

feedback of the object’s features and their relevance to the ongoing task. 

The Object Hit task developed by Tyryshkin et al. (2014) quantified impairments 

in spatial attention and rapid motor skills of both arms.  This task did not require 

subjects to select an appropriate motor action amongst objects, as all objects were 

targets. Thus, selective attention for feature recognition was not assessed, nor the 
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ability to inhibit motor responses to distractor targets. Sensory feedback in the real 

world usually requires further processing before a motor decision can be made. 

We developed an Object Hit and Avoid task to assess post-stroke impairments in 

making selective bimanual motor responses to complex environmental stimuli. This task 

was a modified version of the Object Hit task (Tyryshkin et al., 2014))  which had both 

distractor and target objects that could only be distinguished by both height and 

classification of shape. Thus, objects required additional processing beyond detection to 

determine whether a reaching motion towards the object should be initiated, inhibited, or 

an evasive action was necessary. We measured the selectivity of target versus 

distractor hits in both non-disabled controls and subjects with stroke. We also compared 

hit selectivity with clinical assessments of cognitive function and visual neglect. 
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Chapter 2: Impaired corrective responses to postural 

perturbations of the arm in individuals with subacute stroke 

 

2.1 Abstract 

Background: Stroke is known to alter muscle stretch responses following a perturbation, 

but little is known about the behavioural consequences of these altered feedback 

responses. Characterizing impairments in people with stroke in their interactions with 

the external environment may lead to better long term outcomes. This information can 

inform therapists about rehabilitation targets and help subjects with stroke avoid injury 

when moving in the world. 

Methods: In this study, we developed a postural perturbation task to quantified upper 

limb function of subjects with subacute stroke (n=38) and non-disabled controls (n=74) 

to make rapid corrective responses with the arm.  Subjects were instructed to maintain 

their hand at a target before and after a mechanical load was applied to the limb. Visual 

feedback of the hand was removed for half of the trials at perturbation onset. A number 

of parameters quantified subject performance, and impairment in performance was 

defined as outside the 95th percentile performance of control subjects. 

Results: Individual subjects with stroke showed increased postural instability (44%), 

delayed motor responses (79%), delayed returns towards the spatial target (79%), and 

greater endpoint errors (74%). Several subjects also showed impairments in the 

temporal coordination of the elbow and shoulder joints when responding to the 

perturbation (47%).  Interestingly, impairments in task parameters were often found for 
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both arms of individual subjects with stroke (up to 58% for return time). Visual feedback 

did not improve performance on task parameters except for decreasing endpoint error 

for all subjects. Significant correlations between task performance and clinical measures 

were dependent on the arm assessed. 

Conclusions: This study used a simple postural perturbation task to highlight that 

subjects with stroke commonly have difficulties responding to mechanical disturbances 

that may have important implications for their ability to perform daily activities. 

Keywords: stroke, proprioception, assessment, perturbation, upper limb, robotics 

 

2.2 Background 

When holding a drink in a crowded room and someone bumps your arm, you must 

rapidly respond to keep the drink from spilling. Recent studies highlight that the motor 

system is capable of generating intelligent corrective responses to unexpected forces 

applied to the body (Pruszynski and Scott 2012; Scott 2012). For example, perturbation 

responses have been shown to account for subject intent (Hammond 1956; Evarts and 

Granit 1976; Rothwell et al. 1980; Lewis et al. 2006; Pruszynski et al. 2008), urgency to 

respond (Crevecoeur et al. 2013), properties of the limb (Kurtzer et al. 2008) and 

properties of the goal and environment (Nashed et al. 2012; Trumbower et al. 2013). 

These task-related responses can be observed in the long-latency time period, ~50ms 

after perturbation onset, implying these responses are generated through a transcortical 

feedback pathway (Matthews 1991; Scott 2004; Pruszynski et al. 2011). Historically, the 

transcortical feedback pathway is considered to involve primary motor and 
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somatosensory cortices (Lee and Tatton 1975; Marsden et al. 1977; Porter and Lemon 

1993), but many other cortical and subcortical areas may contribute to these corrective 

responses (Scott 2012).  

Stroke can damage cortical and subcortical regions of the brain or spinal cord, 

leading to a wide range of sensory and/or motor impairments (Teasell and Hussein 

2013). This damage often leads to patients having slow, jerky and uncoordinated 

movements post-stroke (Twitchell 1951). The impact of stroke on corrective responses 

in the upper limb has principally been explored by quantifying long latency stretch 

responses in muscles. In stroke, long-latency responses have been found to be delayed 

and/or absent in wrist muscles (Verrier et al. 1984) and the biceps brachii (Chan et al. 

1979). Subjects with stroke do not modulate their long latency responses when their 

arms counter stiff versus compliant environments (Trumbower et al. 2013) and also 

display inappropriate coupling between different muscle groups (Trumbower et al. 

2010).  

Only a few of the aforementioned studies that quantified changes in long-latency 

stretch responses in the upper limb also examined behavioural responses to 

perturbations (Marsden et al. 1977; Verrier et al. 1984). Many perturbation studies were 

designed to assess spasticity and instructed subjects to relax and not intervene or react 

to the perturbation (Marsden et al. 1977; Verrier et al. 1984; Levin and Dimov 1997; 

Schmit et al. 1999; Sangani et al. 2007). Other studies have instructed subjects to 

actively assist (Sangani et al. 2009) or actively resist (Lin and Sabbahi 1999) the 

perturbation. In these paradigms the applied perturbation directly controlled limb motion 

so that the subject could not actively achieve the behavioural goal. Therefore, it is 
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difficult to interpret the subjects’ behavioural impairments without an attainable goal 

(Scott 2012). 

Previous studies also highlight potential deficits in the ipsilesional arm post-stroke. 

For example, subjects with stroke have shown bilateral impairments in modulating long 

latency responses between stiff and compliant environments (Trumbower et al. 2013). 

Marsden and colleagues also found that 5 out of 12 subjects with stroke had reduced 

long latency responses in the both arms (Marsden et al. 1977). Again, it is not clear how 

altered long-latency responses in the ispilesional limb are linked to behavioural 

impairments for these individuals. 

Finally, vision plays an important role in voluntary motor control and could provide an 

important alternate source for correcting limb disturbances when somatosensory 

feedback is impaired. Bonan and colleagues found that visual feedback was critical for 

maintaining whole-body posture (Bonan et al. 2004). Piovesan and colleagues found 

arm stiffness was reduced during reaching when post-stroke subjects used visual 

feedback (Piovesan et al. 2011). However, little is known on the relative contribution of 

visual and somatosensory feedback to counter limb perturbations (Cluff et al. 2014). 

Visual feedback is slower than limb somatosensory feedback. Thus it is predicted that 

impairments in somatosensory feedback can be compensated for by visual feedback 

except for a slight delay in the corrective response.  

Our goal was to create a behavioural task to quantify the ability of subjects with 

stroke to actively correct for unexpected disturbances of the arm during a goal-directed 

motor action. Subjects had to maintain their hand at a spatial goal and a constant load 
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was applied to the limb so that subjects must respond to the disturbance to achieve the 

behavioural goal (Scott 2012). Corrective responses were assessed in both the contra- 

and ipsilesional arms.  As well, we examined corrective responses with and without 

vision to quantify whether impairments in the use of somatosensory feedback could be 

compensated for with vision. Subjects with stroke were often slower than controls in 

decelerating the arm in response to the imposed load, took longer to return to the goal 

or undershot the target.  Endpoint error was the only parameter that showed 

improvement when visual feedback was provided to subjects. About half of subjects 

with stroke who showed task impairments with their more affected arm also showed 

impairments with their other arm. Thus, this robotic postural perturbation task quantifies 

post-stroke impairments in the use of limb afferent feedback to generate motor 

corrections. 

 

2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Subject Information 

Participants with stroke were recruited from three inpatient stroke rehabilitation 

programs: Providence Care (St. Mary’s of the Lake Hospital, Kingston, ON), Dr. Vernon 

Fanning Centre (Calgary, AB) and Foothills Hospital (Calgary, AB). Subjects potentially 

eligible to participate were assessed 2-50 days post-stroke usually within 2 weeks of 

being admitted to rehabilitation programs at each centre. Prospective subjects were 

excluded if they had bilateral lesions, previously diagnosed strokes, other neurologic 

diagnoses (e.g. Parkinson’s disease), ongoing upper extremity musculoskeletal injuries, 
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or an acute medical illness. Non-disabled control subjects were recruited from the local 

Kingston, ON community. All subjects were able to understand the instructions required 

to complete the task, were able to see the visual target, and provided informed consent. 

This study was approved by the Queen’s University Health Sciences and Affiliated 

Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board (#ANAT-042-05), and the University of 

Calgary’s Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board (#22123). 

 

2.3.2 Clinical Assessments 

Subjects with stroke were evaluated using a number of standardized clinical 

assessments. Upper limb physical impairments were measured using the Chedoke-

McMaster Stroke Assessment (CMSA) impairment inventory for the arm (Gowland et al. 

1993). In this scale, impairment is measured on a seven-point scale based on 

Brunnstrom’s stages of motor recovery (Brunnstrom 1966). Subjects received a 

minimum score of one for flaccid paralysis and maximum score of seven for normal 

voluntary movement control. Subject strength was also measured for elbow and 

shoulder flexion and extension using the muscle power assessment (Compston 2010). 

Each muscle group (shoulder and elbow) was scored from no visible or palpable 

contraction (0) to normal volitional isometric strength (5), for a total composite score of 

20 for upper limb strength. Functional abilities were measured by the Functional 

Independence Measure (FIM) (Keith et al. 1987). The FIM scores the amount of 

assistance (1=total assistance, 7=total independence) required to achieve different 

activities of daily living, and can be divided into cognitive and motor subsections. The 

conventional subtests of the Behavioural Inattention Test (BIT) were used to screen for 
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deficits of attention/neglect with a score of less than 130/146 indicative of visual neglect 

(Wilson et al. 1987). Subjects were broadly categorized as “Left-Affected” (LA) or 

“Right-Affected” (RA) depending on the clinically most affected side of the body. All 

subjects took the Modified Edinburgh Handedness test to determine handedness 

(Oldfield 1971). 

 

2.3.3 Experimental Setup 

The experimental assessment was implemented using a bilateral KINARM 

exoskeleton device (BKIN Technologies Ltd, Kingston, ON, Canada).  Subjects sat in a 

modified wheelchair base and their forearms and upper arms were fitted snugly to 

plastic arm troughs that were attached to an adjustable four bar linkage (Scott 1999; 

Dukelow et al. 2010). Linkage lengths were adjusted to the dimensions of the subject’s 

arms, permitting free movement of the elbow and shoulder joints in the horizontal plane. 

The exoskeleton supported the weight of the subject’s arms against gravity and was 

used to apply mechanical loads to the elbow or shoulder joint. Subjects were wheeled 

into an augmented reality system that displayed virtual targets in the same plane as arm 

motion. Direct vision of the subject’s arms was occluded. Visual feedback, by means of 

a white dot at the location of the subject’s index fingertip position, was provided. 

Position and velocity of the robot was recorded at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. 

Subject joint angles and velocities, and hand position, speed, and acceleration were 

calculated from these values. Hand and joint-based signals were analyzed using 

MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Massachusetts). Signals were filtered using a sixth-order 

double-pass Butterworth low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz.   
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2.3.4 Experimental Task 

Subjects were assessed in an upper limb postural perturbation task.  In each 

trial, subjects were required to maintain their hand at a virtual target.  After a random 

delay of 1750 to 2250 ms, subjects received a flexor or extensor step torque to the 

elbow (+/-0.5 Nm) or shoulder (+/-1 Nm).  Subjects were instructed to return their hand 

to the target as soon as they felt the robot ‘bump’ them. The perturbation torque 

remained constant during the duration of the trial (3 seconds).  A step torque was 

chosen to ensure subjects could not simply co-contract their muscles to respond to the 

perturbation. As well, the sustained torque allowed for the full unfolding of long-latency 

and voluntary motor responses to the perturbation which would have otherwise been 

quenched within 30 ms of perturbation offset (Kurtzer et al. 2010; Scott 2012). This 

meant subjects needed to actively increase muscle activity to oppose the load to bring 

the hand back to the target. The task was divided into 9 blocks of 8 trials each. Each 

block contained two trials of each of the four perturbation conditions (flexion and 

extension of the shoulder and elbow). In the first block (not used in analyses), subjects 

were able to practice with visual feedback of the fingertip position. Subsequently, visual 

feedback of fingertip position was removed at perturbation onset in half of the trials in 

each block.  The order of trials was randomized within each block.  Subjects completed 

the task with one arm (chosen at random) before completing it with the other arm.  

 A subset of subjects (n = 11, subjects with stroke; n = 6 controls) completed 

inter-rater reliability testing of the postural perturbation task.  After their first assessment 

was completed, the subject was taken out of the chair and all adjustments to the 
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KINARM robot were modified (e.g. seat height, arm length, calibration of video display). 

At this time, a second operator, not present for the initial assessment, set up the subject 

in the device and reassessed the same subject. The second assessment of the subject 

usually occurred immediately following the first assessment and at most 7 days from the 

original assessment.   This second operator had no knowledge of the previous subject 

specific adjustments. 

 

2.3.5 Task Performance Measures 

Posture speed- The 95th percentile of the median hand speed for the 500 ms 

before perturbation onset (Figure 6a). Increased postural speed indicated increased 

difficulty maintaining the fingertip within the visual target. 

Deceleration time- The time it took subjects to reach the first minimum hand 

speed after perturbation onset (Figure 6a). Deceleration time quantified how soon 

subjects responded to the perturbation and opposed the imposed load enough to slow 

their arm. The acceleration time (time to first hand speed maxima) could also have been 

used to quantify the time to respond to the perturbation, but was highly correlated to 

deceleration time (r=0.90, p<10-27) and less sensitive to stroke-related impairments.  

Return time- The time required for subjects to return to within 1 cm of their 

position at the end of the trial (Figure 6c). This indicated how quickly subjects took to 

complete their corrective response within the 3 seconds time limit. 
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Figure 6. Exemplar trial where the left arm is responding to being perturbed into shoulder 

extension 

(a) Hand speed over time. Hand speed minimum representing the end of the hand’s initial 

deceleration is shown by the circle marker. (b) Joint velocity of the loaded joint (shoulder, thick 

line) and the non-loaded joint (elbow, thin line) over time. Joint flexion is positive and joint 

extension is negative. The initial velocity extrema of the elbow and shoulder joint are marked by 

the circle markers, labelled ‘E’ and ‘S’ respectively. The offset is the time between these points. 

(c) Left: Schematic of arm orientation and perturbation direction for the trial presented in this 

figure. Right: Participant’s hand path after perturbation onset. The visual target and the hand 

path are shown in black. The initial velocity extrema of the elbow and shoulder joint are marked 

by the circle markers, labelled ‘E’ and ‘S’ respectively. The X marker indicates the maximum 

displacement of the hand (which in this case corresponded to the deceleration time- circle 

marker). Return time occurred when subject returned within 1 cm of their endpoint location (dot 

marker indicated to occur at 2200 ms). Endpoint (the position at the end of the trial) is indicated 

by square marker and endpoint error is the distance between this point and the centre of the 

visual target. 
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Endpoint error- The distance from the target centre at the end of the trial (Figure 6c). 

Endpoint error quantified how accurately subjects could use feedback (proprioceptive, 

or proprioceptive and visual) to position their hand back to the target within the 3 second 

time limit. 

Maximum displacement- The maximum distance the subject’s fingertip was 

pushed out of the target by the perturbation (Figure 6c). This measures how effectively 

subjects were able to resist the imposed load. 

Joint velocity offset- The time difference between the first velocity extrema of the 

directly and indirectly perturbed joints.  For instance, in a shoulder flexion perturbation 

trial, the shoulder (directly perturbed joint) may take longer to respond than the elbow 

(indirectly perturbed joint) (Figure 6b). Joint velocity offset was used as an indicator of 

the timing of multi-joint coordination while responding to the perturbation.  

 

2.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

The mean performance of control subjects was used to create a normative 

reference range for each parameter (Herter et al. 2014). This range was used to 

characterize each individual stroke subject as impaired on a given parameter if they had 

mean performance greater than 95% of control subjects. From the distribution of mean 

control performance, linear regressions were used to determine if there was any effect 

of age or body weight. Regression residuals were tested for normality (Lilliefors test, 

p<0.05). If residuals were not normally distributed, logarithmic, square root, inverse or 

exponential transforms of the original data were used to attempt to obtain a linear 

regression with normally distributed residuals. The linear regression was then 
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transformed back into native values and used to create a normative model. A two-tailed 

Kolmogrov-Smirnov test (KS test) was used to determine if there was any effect of hand 

dominance or sex. 

If the residual distribution could not be transformed to a normal distribution, a 

Wilcoxon Rank Sum (p<0.05) of the original data was used to determine if these factors 

had any significant effect.  Control data were then binned into three different ranges of 

age or body weight (depending on the effect) and separate percentiles for each bin 

created the normative model. A rank sum test was then used to determine if there was 

any effect of hand dominance or sex. 

The 95th percentile of control performance was used to characterize an individual 

stroke subject as impaired in a given parameter.  If performance of a control was 

outside the 99.9th percentile for a single parameter, the subject's data were excluded for 

all parameters. If a parameter could not be transformed to have normally distributed 

control performance, the threshold for exclusion was 2x the 95th percentile. This 

exclusion step identified control subjects who were outliers in any of the 6 task 

parameters. After each exclusion of an outlier, the threshold percentiles for exclusion 

were re-calculated and any new outliers were identified and excluded. This process 

continued until no further outliers could be identified. In total, 13 control subjects were 

excluded from further analysis. 

 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Subject Demographics and clinical measures 
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 Demographic and clinical information about the subjects are provided in Table 1. 

Thirty eight subjects with sub-acute stroke completed the perturbation task.  All subjects 

had an ischemic stroke except for one subject who had a left hemisphere hemorrhagic 

stroke. Our group of subjects with stroke displayed a broad range of FIM scores (37-

126), but a median score of 107 indicated many subjects had mild disability (108 for LA 

subjects and 107 for RA subjects). Five subjects with stroke had a BIT score of less 

than 130 indicative of neglect, and 8 subjects had visual field deficits (3 with 

hemianopsia, 1 quandrantanopia, 3 peripheral vision loss, and 1 smaller scotoma). 

Stroke subjects’ CMSA arm scores ranged from 2-7 for the affected arm and 5-7 for the 

unaffected arm.  

Eighty-seven controls were also assessed in the postural perturbation task, of 

which 74 met the criteria for retention (see Methods- Statistical Analysis). Subjects were 

specifically selected to span a broad range of ages in order to develop age normative 

models (see Methods- Statistical Analysis). The control group was similar to the group 

of subjects with stroke in its proportions for sex (controls: 57% male, subjects with 

stroke: 55% male) and reported hand dominance (controls: 92% right hand dominant, 

subjects with stroke: 82% right hand dominant).  

2.4.2 Task results without visual feedback of hand position 

Exemplar Subjects 

The left panels of Figure 7 displays perturbation responses of an 83 year old 

female control subject who was right handed. Performance is shown for the left arm for 

trials where vision of the hand is removed at the start of the perturbation. Hand   
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Measure Subjects with 
Stroke (n=38) 

Left-Affected 
(n=22) 

Right-Affected 
(n=16) 

Controls 
(n=74) 

Age (years)
 a
 63.5 (26-87) 65.5 (26-83) 62 (41-87) 47.5 (20-87) 

Weight (kg)
 a
 85.2 (55-127) 85.2 (55-127) 85.4 (59-127) 75 (45.5-134) 

Sex (M/F) 21/17 12/10 9/7 42/32 

Handedness 
(L/R/A) 

6/32/0 2/20/0 4/12/0 6/68/0 

Days since stroke
 a
 27.5 (2-50) 22.5 (2-46) 31.5 (12-50) - 

FIM
ab

 107 (37-126) 108 (37-124) 107 (66-126) - 

FIM motor score
ac

 74.5 (17-91) 75.5 (17-90) 73.5 (41-91) - 

BIT score
 a
 141.5 (86-146) 141.5 (86-146) 142 (128-146) - 

Strength
 a
 16 (3-20) 16.5 (3-20) 16 (4-20) - 

CMSA arm score     

Affected arm
 d
 [0 8 9 5 8 4 4] [0 4 4 2 7 3 2] [0 4 5 3 1 1 2] - 

Unaffected arm
 d
 [0 0 0 0 6 16 16] [0 0 0 0 5 6 11] [0 0 0 0 1 10 5] - 

Table 1. Clinical and demographic information of included subjects 

Abbreviations: M/F (male/female), L/R/A (left/right/ambidextrous), FIM (Functional 

Independence Measure), CMSA (Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment scale) Legend: a. 

median (min-max); b. FIM consists of 18 items scored from 1 to 7, higher scores representing 

greater functional independence c. subset of FIM with 13 items. d.[n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7] 

corresponds to the number of subjects with CMSA arm scores of [1 2 3 4 5 6 7]. A higher score 

represents lower physical impairment.  
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motion was minimal following perturbations (mean maximum displacement: 3.85 cm) 

and the subject’s hand was, on average, within 1.32 cm of the centre of the target at the 

end of the trial (mean return time: 1051 ms) (Figure 7a). Posture speed for this subject 

was 0.84 cm/s. Figure 7b displays hand speed when shoulder extensor loads were 

applied. Initial hand speed profiles display a similar first peak and first minima, 

highlighting that the subject generated a consistent rapid motor response to stop hand 

motion at ~300ms following the shoulder perturbation.  Beyond this time, speed profiles 

are more idiosyncratic when returning and maintaining their hand within the spatial 

target. Shoulder and elbow velocity also followed a consistent pattern when this 

shoulder extension perturbation was applied, with the elbow flexor velocity first peaking 

at ~100-200 ms followed by the shoulder extensor velocity peaking at ~150-250 ms 

(Figure 7c). 

The right panel of Figure 7 displays perturbation responses from the left affected 

arm of an 80 year old female measured 27 days post stroke. This subject was right 

handed, had a FIM motor subscore of 68/91, and scored 6/7 on the CMSA arm 

subscale with their left arm.  The hand of the subject with stroke was displaced 11.90 

cm (on average) outside the target (Figure 7a) by the perturbation. This subject took 

much longer to return (mean return time: 2380 ms) than the control subject, and often 

ended the trial short of the target resulting in average endpoint errors of 1.84 cm (Figure 

7a). Postural hand speed was also greater for this subject at 1.30 cm/s. The first hand 

speed peaks and minima of this subject with stroke were later and more variable than 

the control subject, highlighting the difficulty in stopping her hand against the imposed 

load (Figure 7b). The first elbow velocity peak showed similar timing to the control 
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Figure 7. Performance of exemplar subjects in postural perturbation task 

Left panel: Control subject (a) Hand paths with left arm. Trials responding to an elbow flexion, 

elbow extension, shoulder flexion, and shoulder extension perturbation are shown in blue, red, 

green, and black, respectively. Square markers show endpoint positions. (b) Subject hand 

speed. Circles are first hand speed minima. (c) Subject elbow (thin line) and shoulder (thick line) 

velocity. First peaks are represented by circle markers, labelled ‘E’ and ‘S’ respectively. 

Right panel: Subject with stroke. (a) Hand path with left affected arm. Note that subject hand 

paths are on different scales between panels. (b) Hand speed for subject with stroke. (c) Joint 

velocity for subject with stroke. 
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subject, peaking at ~150 ms after the perturbation (Figure 7c). However, the first 

shoulder velocity peaks of this subject with stroke were more delayed and variable 

following the perturbation. This resulted in larger and more variable joint velocity offsets. 

Control Performance 

For each parameter, the average performance of control subjects was used to 

quantify typical behavior. Only return time showed a significantly greater values for 

females as compared to males (KS test, D=0.30, p<0.01). Endpoint error significantly 

increased with age (linear regression, r=0.25, p<0.01). Path length and joint velocity 

offset (elbow and shoulder perturbation conditions) significantly increased with body 

weight (linear regression, r=0.25, r=0.14, r=0.36, p<0.01). Return time significantly 

increased with age for the female subgroup (linear regression, r=0.43, p<0.01). Return 

times also significantly decreased with body weight (i.e. heavier arms returned faster) 

for the female subgroup (linear regression, r=0.37, p<0.01). Hand dominance had no 

effect on the performance of control subjects (KS test, D<0.17, p>0.25) in any task 

parameter. Normative models were used to account for these effects and calculate the 

percentiles for these parameters. Subjects with stroke were identified as impaired if their 

performance was greater than the 95th percentile of controls. 

Control subjects displayed a range of how quickly and accurately they could 

respond to the perturbation and return to the target without visual feedback of hand 

position. Control subjects maintained posture at the visual target with a mean hand 

speed ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 cm/s. After perturbation onset, 95% of control subjects 

stopped decelerating their hand in less than 400 ms and returned within 1 cm of their 

endpoint in less than 1.4 seconds. Even without visual feedback of hand position, 86% 
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of control subjects returned their hand to the target (mean endpoint error less than 1 

cm). After applying the age normative model, the 95th percentile of control performance 

ranged from 1.1 cm for young adults to 1.5 cm for older adults. Control subjects were 

usually displaced 1 to 4 cm from the target center and had a mean path length of 5-15 

cm. 

Subjects with Stroke: Performance with Affected Limb 

Many individual subjects with stroke showed greater parameter values with their 

affected arm than 95% of controls and were identified as impaired (Table 2). 

Interestingly, left affected (LA) subjects were impaired more frequently than right 

affected (RA) subjects for all parameters. For instance, 91% of left affected subjects and 

63% of right affected subjects had impaired deceleration times (Figure 8a). Similarly, as 

compared to the age normative model, 86% of LA subjects and 56% of RA subjects had 

impaired endpoint errors (Figure 8b).  

Although elbow and shoulder loads created significantly different responses in 

each task parameter for controls (KS test, D>.39, p<10-4) the intra-subject values were 

highly correlated (controls: p<10-12, r>=0.71, stroke: p<10-7, r>=0.74). Joint velocity 

offset was the one parameter that was an exception to this finding (Figure 8c). In 

response to a shoulder perturbation, the shoulder always took longer to reach its first 

velocity extrema than the elbow. In response to an elbow perturbation, the elbow 

reached its first velocity extrema at about the same time as the shoulder (extrema were 

within 10 ms of each other for 57% of controls and 39% of subjects with stroke). 

Reflective of these differences, joint velocity offset was poorly correlated between elbow 

and shoulder perturbation trials for both controls (r=.08, p=0.49) and subjects with 
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Parameter 

LA impaired (%) RA impaired (%) interrater  

r (p) 
A arm U arm A arm U arm 

posture speed 50 41 38 13 .74 (<10
-4

) 

deceleration time 91 50 63 44 .68 (<10
-4

) 

return time 91 77 63 44 .91 (<10
-11

) 

endpoint error 86 68 56 38 .91 (<10
-11

) 

maximum displacement 55 50 31 19 .97 (<10
-14

) 

joint velocity 

offset  

elbow load 36 32 19 19 .81 (<10
-7

) 

shoulder load 45 41 25 19 .74 (<10
-6

) 

Table 2. Task performance 

Abbreviations: LA (left affected subjects), RA (right affected subjects),  impaired (subjects with 

stroke whose performance exceeded 95% of controls on a particular task parameter),  A arm 

(affected arm), U arm (unaffected arm). 
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Figure 8. Mean subject performance in task parameters 

(a) Cumulative sum distribution for mean deceleration time. Performance by control subjects 

shown in grey. Performance of the affected arm of subjects with stroke is shown by the leftward 

and rightward pointing triangles representing left-affected and right-affected subjects, 

respectively. Dotted line represents 95th percentile for controls. (b) Subject age versus mean 

endpoint error. Percentile bands of age normative model are the lines (from bottom to top) 5th, 

25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th. Note the logarithmic y-axis. (c) Mean joint velocity offset during 

shoulder versus elbow perturbation trials. Note axes are not equally scaled. (d) Mean endpoint 

error versus maximum displacement. Note axes are not equally scaled and the x-axis is 

logarithmic. (e) Mean endpoint error versus return time. Note the logarithmic x-axis. (f) Mean 

deceleration time versus joint velocity offset for shoulder load trials. 
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stroke (r=.23, p=0.17). Further, more subjects (32%) were impaired only in response to 

an elbow or a shoulder load than were impaired in response to both loads (18%). 

Percentages were similar when the body weight normative model was applied. 

Correlation values between deceleration time and joint velocity offset values were 

calculated for both stroke and control subgroups to determine if increased joint velocity 

offset was associated with delayed deceleration times. Deceleration time was 

moderately correlated to joint velocity offset in control subjects (Pearson correlation; 

elbow perturbation trials: r=0.55, p<10-6; shoulder perturbation trials: r=0.54, p<10-6) and 

highly correlated in subjects with stroke (Pearson correlation; elbow perturbation trials: 

r=0.74, p<10-7; shoulder perturbation trials: r=0.79, p<10-8) (Figure 8f). Therefore, the 

delayed response of the perturbed joint relative to the unperturbed joint may contribute 

to delays seen in many subjects with stroke in deceleration time. 

Similarly, correlations between maximum displacement and endpoint error were 

calculated for both stroke and control subgroups to determine if increased maximum 

displacement was associated with greater endpoint errors.  Maximum displacement 

showed moderate correlation with endpoint error for both controls (Pearson correlation, 

r=.74, p<10-13) and subjects with stroke (Pearson correlation, r=.83, p<10-9) (Figure 8d). 

Furthermore, all but one of the subjects identified as impaired in maximum displacement 

also had impaired endpoint errors. Return times for controls and subjects with stroke 

were also both correlated with their endpoint errors (Pearson correlation, r=0.87, p<10-22 

and r=0.53, p<10-3, respectively). Despite a large number of subjects with stroke being 

impaired in both parameters, 4 and 5 subjects were identified as being impaired in only 
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return time or endpoint error, respectively (Figure 8e). Therefore, impaired endpoint 

errors are likely often due to undershooting the target by the end of the trial. 

 

2.4.3 Impairments observed bilaterally 

Subjects with stroke had task-related impairments with their clinically defined 

unaffected arm. In fact, 63% of subjects showed longer return times and 55% showed 

greater endpoint errors with their ‘unaffected’ arm than 95% of controls. On other 

parameters 26-47% of subjects with stroke exhibited task related impairments with their 

‘unaffected’ arm. 

By comparing task performance across arms, we could observe the relative 

magnitude of impairment in the affected versus unaffected arm (Figure 9). Although a 

few subjects displayed impairments in only the unaffected arm, these values were very 

close to 95% of controls and relate to the tradeoff of sensitivity and specificity in our 

impairment assignment. Most of the subjects with stroke who were bilaterally impaired 

in deceleration time, endpoint error, and return time can be seen to have qualitatively 

similar parameter values when comparing the affected and unaffected arm (Figure 9). 

The presence of task impairments in the ‘unaffected’ arm could reflect our 

inclusion of subjects with brainstem strokes and subjects with CMSA scores <7 on the 

‘unaffected’ limb (n=23) indicating difficulties to perform certain tasks with this limb. 

However, we found that 40-73% of subjects with stroke who had a CMSA of 7 for their 

‘unaffected’ limb and did not have a brainstem stroke (n=15) still displayed impairments  
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Figure 9. Comparison of mean subject performance in task parameters between arms 

(a) Deceleration time. Control subject performance is shown by the grey dots with the x-value 

for the non-dominant arm (NDA) and the y-value for the dominant arm (DA). Performance of 

subjects with stroke is shown by the leftward and rightward facing triangles representing left-

affected and right-affected subjects (respectively) with x-values for the affected arm (AA) and 

the y-values for the unaffected arm (UA). Subjects with stroke whose performance is above or 

below the 95th of control performance (dashed lines) for both arms are represented by green or 

black triangles, respectively. Subjects with stroke who exceeded the 95th of control 

performance for with their affected or unaffected arms only are represented by red or blue 

triangles, respectively. (b) Mean endpoint error for both arms. Dashed lines represent the 95th 

percentile of control performance for the minimum and maximum age according to the age 

normative model. (c) Mean return time. Dashed lines represent the minimum and maximum 

possible 95th percentile of control performance as according to the sex specific normative 

models. 
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in their ‘unaffected’ arm (9 impaired on deceleration time, 6 impaired on endpoint error, 

and 11 impaired on return time). Qualitatively, the subjects who showed bilateral task 

impairments displayed a similar degree of symmetrical task performance between arms, 

regardless of the subgroup to which they belonged. 

 

2.4.4 Interrater reliability of robotic task performance 

Interrater reliability of parameters was evaluated using an intraclass correlation 

coefficient. Reliability coefficients ranged from 0.68 to 0.97, indicating good to excellent 

reliability (see Table 2). Lower reliability values were generally associated with 

parameters that had a relatively small range of values across the control and stroke 

populations. 

 

2.4.5 Effects of visual feedback on robotic task performance 

All subjects showed smaller endpoint errors when visual feedback was provided 

(Figure 10a), and 11 subjects with stroke ended their movements outside of the target 

with visual feedback.  However, 17 of those subjects that returned to the target did not 

stabilize as close to the centre of the target as 95% of controls. Overall, 77% of left-

affected and 63% of right-affected subjects with stroke had endpoint error impairments 

with visual feedback. All 5 subjects with BIT<130 and all but two of subjects with visual 

field deficits had endpoint errors with visual feedback. Once excluded, 67% of left-

affected and 64% of right-affected subjects with stroke had endpoint error impairments 

with visual feedback. 
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Figure 10. Differences in endpoint error depending on visual feedback condition 

(a) Mean endpoint error for trials with hand feedback (vision) compared to trials with no hand 

feedback (no vision). Performance by control subjects is shown by the grey dots. Stroke 

performance of the affected arm is shown by the leftward and rightward pointing triangles 

representing left-affected and right-affected subjects respectively. Dotted line shows 95th 

percentile of control performance and solid vertical line shows target radius. (b) Mean endpoint 

error for trials with hand feedback (vision) compared to mean return time for the affected arm. 

(c) Mean endpoint error for trials with hand feedback (vision) compared to strength scores in the 

clinically defined affected arm. (d) Same as (c) but for ‘unaffected’ arm.  
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The impairments with visual feedback in these subjects could not be explained by 

strength impairments. Although 10/11 subjects who stabilized outside of the target with 

their affected arm had some strength impairment, 21/27 of the subjects with stroke who 

stabilized inside the target also had strength impairments (Figure 10c). Also, all subjects 

who stabilized outside the target with their unaffected arm had strength scores of 19 or 

20/20 (Figure 10d). 

Greater endpoint errors with visual feedback were correlated with delayed return 

time for controls (r=0.32, p=0.005), and subjects with stroke (affected arm: r=0.63, p<10-

4; unaffected arm: r=0.70, p<10-5) (Figure 10b).  There was no effect of visual feedback 

manipulations for other task parameters for either controls (D<.11, p>0.75) or subjects 

with stroke (D<.19, p>0.49) according to paired KS tests. 

 

2.4.6 Relationship between standard clinical assessment measures and task 

performance 

We expected clinical assessment values to correlate with task performance 

values for the affected arm and potentially for the unaffected arm. Surprisingly, task 

performance values from subjects with stroke were not correlated to their scores on 

clinical scales with their affected arm, but were sometimes correlated to those with their 

'unaffected' arm. Specifically, posture speed of the unaffected arm correlated with its 

CMSA arm subscore (r=-0.43, p<0.01), its strength (r=-0.55, p<10-3) and the subject’s 

FIM motor subscore (r=-0.44, p<0.01). Also, endpoint error and joint velocity offset for 

shoulder perturbation trials (with the unaffected arm) significantly correlated with the 
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subject's BIT score (r=-0.38, p=0.02 and r=-0.36, p=0.03, respectively). Negative 

correlations indicated, as expected, that greater parameter abnormality was associated 

with greater clinical impairment or disability. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 Summary of findings 

Stroke can damage a wide range of brain areas, leading to disruption of many 

different pathways including those related to somatosensory feedback for motor 

function. The present study quantified the ability of subjects with subacute stroke to 

counter mechanical perturbations during postural control of the arm. We found that the 

majority of subjects with stroke were impaired in a number of parameters as compared 

to control subjects. Without vision, subjects with stroke commonly displayed slower 

responses to oppose the load, longer return times or failed to return to the target, and 

disrupted coordination of the shoulder and elbow. About half of the subjects with stroke 

that were impaired with their ‘affected’ arm were also impaired with their ‘unaffected’ 

arm. Visual feedback did not improve corrective responses except for endpoint error, 

although impairments in endpoint error could persist even with visual feedback. 

Ipsilateral impairments were correlated with clinical measures, indicating bilateral 

impairments may be associated with greater overall impairments and disability. 

 

2.5.2 Impairments in multi-joint coordination during corrective responses 
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The coordination of the elbow and shoulder joints is an important component of 

voluntary control, as successful motor actions must account for the fact that torque 

produced at one joint results in an interaction torque at other joints (Hollerbach and 

Flash 1982). Healthy subjects can deal with this biomechanical property of a multi-

segmented arm generating consistent temporal patterns of joint kinematics during 

voluntary movements (Graham et al. 2003; Dounskaia 2005; Dounskaia and Wang 

2014). Subjects with stroke often appear to make jerky and uncoordinated movements, 

and this partially reflects the fact that they have difficulty controlling for interaction 

torques during reaching movements (Twitchell 1951; Brunnstrom 1966; Beer et al. 

2000). 

Corrective responses must also deal with the mechanical properties of the limb and 

display tightly coordinated timing of individual joint kinematics (Pruszynski et al. 2008). 

This requires the integration of proprioceptive information from both the shoulder and 

elbow to produce the appropriate motor commands to oppose a limb disturbance 

(Kurtzer et al. 2008). Primary motor cortex has been implicated as crucial to this 

integration of limb feedback for these corrective responses (Pruszynski et al. 2011). 

Therefore, impairments in corrective responses could relate to stroke-related damage of 

these cortical areas or associated ascending or descending pathways. Subjects with 

stroke can display abnormal coupling between muscle groups when responding to a 

perturbation (Trumbower et al. 2010). This is why we also included a joint-based 

parameter in the present study to quantify specific impairments in coordinating motion at 

the shoulder and elbow during motor corrections. 
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The single-joint loads used in the present study required selective increases in motor 

commands at only one of the two joints. Several subjects (notably left-affected subjects) 

were identified as impaired in the timing of joint motion during the earliest phase of the 

corrective response, and in some cases, the impairment was associated with loads at 

only one of the two joints. However, some subjects with stroke had task impairments in 

the absence of impairments associated with multijoint coordination. This suggests 

multiple mechanisms contributing to post-stroke impairments in corrective responses. 

Future studies are necessary to identify whether subjects with impaired coordination of 

the two joints during corrective movements also demonstrate impaired coordination 

during voluntary tasks such as reaching. 

 

2.5.3 Bilateral impairments in corrective motor responses 

A common impact of stroke is impairment in the contralesional limb, but several 

studies now highlight that impairments can be present in the ipsilesional limb (Sainburg 

and Duff 2006; Scott and Dukelow 2011; Mutha et al. 2012). For example, subjects with 

stroke often display ipsilesional impairments in sensorimotor tasks such as visually-

guided reaching (Winstein and Pohl 1995; Desrosiers et al. 1996; Ketcham et al. 2007; 

Schaefer et al. 2007; Coderre et al. 2010; Lowrey et al. 2014; Tyryshkin et al. 2014). In 

fact, impairments in reaching performance were shown to persist in subjects with 

subacute stroke even when their ipsilesional clinical scores were normal (Metrot et al. 

2013). Ipsilesional impairments have also been found in online movement adjustments 

in response to visual perturbations during reaching (Haaland et al. 2004; Schaefer et al. 
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2012). As well, short latency responses to a perturbation applied to the ipsilesional arm 

are attenuated compared to controls (Thilmann et al. 1990).  

Previous work has shown that long latency responses of the ipsilesional arm can be 

reduced compared to healthy controls (Marsden et al. 1977) and may not modulate with 

different types of perturbations (Trumbower et al. 2013). We also found a large 

proportion of subjects had task-related impairments with their ‘unaffected’ arm (26-63% 

depending on the parameter). Task-related impairments in the ‘unaffected’ arm were 

even observed for subjects with CMSA=7 for their ‘unaffected’ arm.  

Although ipsilesional deficits in sensory and motor function can exist, such 

impairments are usually less than those on the contralesional side (Colebatch and 

Gandevia 1989). Interestingly, we found that impairments in our postural perturbation 

task were often qualitatively similar for the ‘affected’ and ‘unaffected’ arms. Taken 

together, these results suggest that impairments in corrective responses following 

stroke are more commonly bilateral than other impairments of voluntary control.  

The presence of bilateral deficits in our postural perturbation task seems surprising 

given that these responses are assumed to be generated by the spinal cord and a 

relatively simple transcortical circuit involving primary somatosensory cortex, cerebellum 

and primary motor cortex (Strick 1983; Hore and Vilis 1984; Brooks 1986; Matthews 

1991). Thus, possible explanations for bilateral deficits include damage to the 

corticospinal tract fibers that project ipsilaterally to the spinal cord (Desrosiers et al. 

1996; Noskin et al. 2008), or disinhibition of contralateral primary motor cortex: i.e., 

diaschisis (Andrews 1991; Boroojerdi et al. 1996; Shimizu et al. 2002; Nowak et al. 

2007). Deficits in multiple aspects of cognitive and perceptual-motor function may also 
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contribute to impairments in generating feedback responses in either or both limbs. It 

has been shown that apraxia or deficits in visuo-spatial perception are associated with 

ipsilesional deficits in hand dexterity (Sunderland et al. 1999). Cognitive impairment 

such as a deficit in attention has global effects that could also lead to bilateral 

impairments (van Zandvoort et al. 2005; Hyndman et al. 2008; Cumming et al. 2012). 

Another possibility is that bilateral impairments may reflect hemispheric 

specialization such that damage to one hemisphere would impair particular features of 

motor control in both limbs (Sainburg and Duff 2006). Studies of reaching movements 

post-stroke reveal left-affected subjects had impairments in endpoint accuracy, whereas 

right affected subjects had impairments in movement trajectory when using either their 

ipsilesional (Schaefer et al. 2007) or contralesional arm (Mani et al. 2013). A study 

requiring online movement adjustments in response to a visual perturbation during 

reaching found that left-affected subjects displayed delays in initiating corrective 

responses and both left- and right- affected subjects displayed large final position errors 

when using their ipsilesional arm (Schaefer et al. 2012). Endpoint errors were attributed 

to intersegmental coordination deficits only in right-affected subjects. This supports the 

idea of the left hemisphere specializing in accounting for intersegmental dynamics and 

the right hemisphere specializing in controlling position and velocity (Mutha et al. 2012). 

Sensory and motor impairments of subjects with stroke tend to be more prevalent 

in left-affected subjects. Several studies highlight that left-affected subjects tend to more 

often have impairments in limb motor (Sterzi et al. 1993; Coderre et al. 2010; Lowrey et 

al. 2014; Tyryshkin et al. 2014) and proprioceptive function (Dukelow et al. 2010; 

Semrau et al. 2013). We also found subjects who were left-affected had impairments in 
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the unaffected limb more often than right affected subjects. This suggests, in general, a 

greater role of the right as compared to the left hemisphere for sensory and motor 

processing (Bowen et al. 1999; Kerkhoff 2001; Serrien et al. 2006). 

Finally, online corrective responses to maintain postural control may require 

other cortical regions beyond primary somatosensory and primary motor cortices (Scott 

2012).  Recent studies highlight the sophistication of corrective responses of non-

disabled humans and that such responses begin during the long-latency time period 

(Pruszynski and Scott 2012; Nashed et al. 2014). It has been proposed that rapid 

corrective responses reflect ongoing voluntary control processes, and thus, implicates 

much broader cortical circuits beyond a simple transcortical pathway (Scott 2012). For 

example, premotor cortex, primary motor cortex, and cerebellum are active for contra-, 

but also to a certain degree for ipsilateral limb movements (Donchin et al. 1998; Rijntjes 

et al. 1999; Cisek et al. 2003; Schlerf et al. 2010). Thus, both motor regions may 

participate in corrective responses of either limb. Therefore a stroke in either of these 

regions may lead to deficits in both limbs.  

Of particular interest is that about half the subjects with impairments were 

impaired unilaterally and half were impaired bilaterally. Impairments in controlling the 

ipsilesional arm tended to be similar in magnitude to impairments in controlling the 

contralesional arm.  The presence of distinct patterns of impairments (bilateral and 

unilateral) may reflect anatomical differences in lesion size and location for each of sub-

group, a focus for future studies.  

 We found significant correlations between corrective responses with the 

‘unaffected’ arm and clinical measures of spatial attention, functional independence, 
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voluntary upper limb control, and strength. This suggests ipsilesional corrective 

impairments are proportional to overall impairments that impact the ability to function in 

daily life. It may also relate to the allowed use of the less affected (ipsilesional) arm in 

many of these clinical assessment measures, such that the test is measuring the ability 

to compensate with the less affected arm rather than the functional ability of the more 

affected arm (Levin et al. 2009). Future studies can use this posture perturbation task to 

investigate whether unilateral or bilateral corrective impairments predict differences in 

recovery trajectories, long-term outcomes, and responsiveness to different rehabilitation 

therapies. 

 

2.5.4 Corrective impairments remain with visual feedback 

Limb afferent feedback through cortex can occur in ~50-60 ms (Matthews 1991; 

Scott 2012). Visual feedback is slower, but can influence motor output after ~100ms 

when visual disturbances are applied (Day and Lyon 2000; Franklin and Wolpert 2008; 

Pruszynski et al. 2010). As deceleration times associated with countering the applied 

load were often half a second or more, it seems surprising that visual feedback was not 

exploited to initiate the motor response. In fact, except for endpoint errors, we found that 

subjects’ performance did not improve when visual feedback was provided during the 

corrective response. This may relate to the fact that subjects with stroke cannot always 

correct for post-stroke impairments in limb position sense when provided with visual 

feedback (Herter et al. 2012). 

Interestingly, 74% of subjects with stroke had larger endpoint errors than controls 

with visual feedback. These findings could not be explained by strength impairments as 
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some subjects who scored poorly in strength returned accurately and some subjects 

who scored perfect or near perfect in strength had large endpoint errors (Figure 10c,d). 

As well, subjects’ unaffected arm did not commonly show strength deficits, but were 

often also impaired. We also found that greater endpoint errors with visual feedback 

were correlated with delayed return times. Thus, subjects may have difficulties 

completing a movement back to the target before the end of the trial. These greater 

endpoint errors with visual feedback could also reflect attentional problems (van 

Zandvoort et al. 2005; Hyndman et al. 2008; Cumming et al. 2012), as all 5 subjects 

with stroke whose BIT score was <130 were impaired in this way.  

 

2.5.5 Limitations 

The purpose of the present study was to develop a simple goal-directed task to 

quantify the ability of subjects to make rapid corrective responses with the upper limb. 

One limitation of this study is that we did not collect muscle activity to directly measure 

muscle stretch responses. Subjects were instructed not to co-contract, but some 

subjects may have had increased muscle activity at perturbation onset. Furthermore, 

some subjects with stroke may have shown increased resistance to the imposed load 

due to altered joint stiffness and/or muscle co-activity. As muscle activity was not 

collected, the direct relationship between altered long latency muscle activity and 

behavioral responses to a perturbation could not be quantified. We expect that long-

latency and potentially later voluntary responses would be reduced in subjects with 

stroke who had delayed deceleration times in our task. Additionally, subjects with stroke 
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who had bilateral impairments in our task likely have bilateral attenuated long-latency 

responses, as has been observed previously (Marsden et al. 1977). 

A second limitation is the range in time between stroke onset and our clinical and 

robotic assessments (2 to 50 days). This implies that our sample of subjects with stroke 

were at different points in their neurological recovery at the time of the assessment. This 

limitation reflects the inherent variability in the time patients with stroke are admitted for 

neurorehabilitation at the three facilities in which the study was conducted. One of these 

facilities moved patients quickly from acute care to rehabilitation while another often did 

not admit patients to rehabilitation until several weeks post-stroke. As most impairments 

show some recovery 50 days post-stroke, the incidence of impairments in feedback 

control of the upper limb may be greater than identified in the present study if subjects 

were all assessed close to the onset of stroke (Kwakkel et al. 2004). We are currently 

conducting a longitudinal study in which we assess subjects at different time points 

post-stroke to quantify recovery of feedback control. Nevertheless, even with a cross-

sectional design and a range of time post-stroke, the current study still identifies 

characteristic behavioural impairments in individual subjects with stroke in the use of 

limb afferent feedback for motor action. 

Finally, the definition of impairment based on the 95% performance of healthy 

controls will create false positives and false negatives. This cutoff makes the task 

susceptible to incorrectly identifying a subject as impaired (as 5% of control subjects are 

identified as impaired according to the definition), but was selected to balance sensitivity 

and specificity. 
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2.6 Conclusions 

The present study demonstrates that stroke can alter corrective actions of both 

contralesional and ipsilesional arms and this may have important implications for 

functional abilities. When both upper limbs are impaired, every interaction with an 

unpredictable external environment carries the risk of spilled drinks, objects dropped 

and failure in other daily tasks. A risk factor for falling post-stroke is the inability to 

respond to disturbances in the environment such as a perturbation (Marigold and Eng 

2006). Appropriate corrective responses of both the upper (McIlroy and Maki 1994; 

McIlroy and Maki 1995; Maki et al. 1998) and lower limbs (Horak and Nashner 1986; 

McIlroy and Maki 1993; Jensen et al. 2001) are important to reduce the risk and 

associated injury of falls (Maki and McIlroy 1997; Maki and McIlroy 2006).   The 

presence of bilateral impairments in corrective responses may impact the person's 

ability to use either arm to catch and stabilize oneself. Furthermore, this could reflect a 

general difficulty in responding to disturbances with both the upper and lower limbs 

while walking and standing. Task performance with the 'unaffected' arm in the present 

study correlated with clinical measures of impairment, attention, and functional ability. 

This may reflect the impact of a person being unable to successfully compensate with 

the ‘unaffected’ side in these clinical assessments (as well as in activities of daily living). 

Rehabilitation strategies may need to enlarge their focus to include the ‘unaffected’ side 

for these bilaterally impaired subjects. This enlarged focus would emphasize the 

importance of bimanual rehabilitation strategies to rehabilitate both arms, rather than 

focusing on using the less affected arm to help the performance of the more affected 

arm. 
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Chapter 3: Impaired corrective responses to limb 

disturbances are largely independent of reaching and 

proprioceptive impairments post-stroke 

 

3.1 Abstract 

Background: Limb afferent information is used for proprioception (i.e. position sense), 

and for feedback during motor actions. Stroke can impact both of these functions, but 

the question is whether these impairments are independent, as observed in the visual 

system.  It has been shown that impairments in position sense of the arm and visually-

guided reaching after stroke are independent. However, vision may help counter the 

loss of proprioceptive feedback during reaching. 

Objective: Determine the relationship between impairments in vision and limb afferent 

feedback for perception and motor action. 

Methods: Sixty subjects with stroke were assessed in three tasks (visually-guided 

reaching (VGR), limb position matching (PM), and postural perturbation (PTB)) using a 

robotic exoskeleton platform. No visual feedback was provided in the PTB or PM tasks. 

Impairment of subjects with stroke was defined by normative reference ranges based on 

performance of over 100 non-disabled controls in each task. 

Results: Subjects were categorized into one of eight possible impairment phenotypes 

based on the presence or absence of overall impairment in each particular task. The 

proportions were not significantly different than expected from random chance based on 

the sensitivity of each individual task. PTB and PM impairments were independent 
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(Fisher, p=0.79). PTB and VGR impairments were weakly dependent (Fisher, p=0.03) 

and weakly correlated (Spearman, r=0.39, p=0.002).  

Conclusions: Subjects with stroke display heterogeneous patterns of impairments 

related to arm sensory and motor functions. This highlights the need for assessment 

tools to identify subject-specific patterns in sensorimotor impairments, which will 

facilitate the development of subject-specific rehabilitation programs. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Stroke is a leading cause of serious long-term disability that can impact sensory, motor 

and/or cognitive function (Teasell and Hussein 2013; Mozaffarian et al. 2015).  There is 

considerable variation in the size and location of strokes (Teasell and Hussein 2013). Thus, it is 

important to identify the specific functional impairments associated with stroke (Salter et al. 

2013). This enables the design of subject-specific rehabilitation strategies and the tracking of 

recovery from these stroke-related impairments (Gowland 1982; Alexander 1994; Chen and 

Winstein 2009; Scott and Dukelow 2011).  

We have been developing robot-based behavioural tasks in order to objectively quantify 

sensory and motor impairments (Scott and Dukelow 2011). A visually guided reaching (VGR) 

task quantifies how subjects can coordinate motor patterns at the shoulder and elbow to 

smoothly move the hand to spatial goals (Coderre et al. (2010); also see Winstein and Pohl 

(1995), Beer et al. (2000), Cirstea et al. (2003), Haaland et al. (2004)). An arm position 

matching (PM) task examines the use of upper limb afferent information for perception by 

quantifying the ability of subjects to mirror-match the position of their paretic arm (moved by the 

robot) with their non-paretic arm (Dukelow et al. (2010) ; also see Gott et al. (1990), Hirayama et 

al. (1999), Winward et al. (2002)). Interestingly, impairments in VGR and PM have been found 
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to be independent, and yet performance in both tasks correlate with the ability of subjects to 

perform activities of daily living, as defined by the Functional Independence Measure (Dukelow 

et al. 2012). 

Upper limb sensory information is also very important for motor control (Scott 2012). In 

particular, feedback from muscle afferents allow us to make rapid corrective responses to attain 

behavioural goals (Kurtzer et al. 2009; Cluff and Scott 2015) and to maintain a fixed limb 

posture (Kurtzer et al. 2008).  We developed a perturbation (PTB) task to quantify post-stroke 

impairments in using limb afferent feedback to guide corrective responses (Bourke et al. 2015). 

Subjects were mechanically perturbed at a single joint while maintaining hand position at a 

visual target. The timing and accuracy of corrective responses back to the target were 

measured, both with and without visual feedback. Individual task parameters identified up to 

79% of individual subjects with stroke as impaired, and up to 58% as impaired bilaterally. 

Although impairments in PM and VGR were independent, we hypothesized that 

performance in the PTB task, a motor task that only uses limb afferent feedback (no vision), 

would correlate with performance in both PM and VGR tasks. The PTB and VGR tasks both 

measure motor action, whereas the PTB and PM tasks both use limb afferent feedback, the 

former for motor action and the latter for perception. We examined performance of subjects with 

stroke in all three tasks and found surprisingly weak correlations in the performance of subjects 

across tasks.  This highlights the need for a broad examination of subject performance to 

quantify the specific pattern of impairments for each subject.  

 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Subject information 
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Subjects with their first clinical presentation of stroke were recruited from 

Providence Care, St. Mary’s of the Lake Hospital in Kingston, Ontario, and Foothills 

Hospital and Dr. Vernon Fanning Center in Calgary, Alberta. Non-disabled control 

subjects were recruited from the Kingston, Ontario and Calgary, Alberta communities. 

Prospective subjects were excluded if they had other significant neurological diagnoses, 

an acute medical illness, and/or ongoing upper extremity musculoskeletal injuries.  All 

subjects were able to understand the task instructions and provide informed consent. 

This study was approved by the research ethics boards of Queen’s University, and the 

University of Calgary. 

 

3.3.2 Experimental setup 

Experimental assessments were performed using a bimanual exoskeleton robot 

that measures limb motion and can apply mechanical loads to the elbow and/or 

shoulder (KINARM, BKIN Technologies Ltd, Kington, ON, Canada) (Scott 1999). 

Subjects sat in a modified wheelchair base with their arms snugly fitted to plastic arm 

troughs attached to 4 bar linkages. These linkages were adjusted to the length of the 

subject’s individual arm segments allowing for free, gravity-supported movement in the 

horizontal plane. Virtual feedback of fingertip position and spatial goals (when required) 

were presented in the plane of the arms and direct vision of the limbs was occluded.  

 

3.3.3 Behavioural tasks 

VGR: Visually-guided reaching task 
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The original behavioural task was described by Coderre et al. (2010). Briefly, 

subjects began the task by stabilizing their fingertip represented by a white dot (0.5 cm 

radius) in a red target (1 cm radius) located at a central position in the workspace (30° 

shoulder flexion and 90° elbow flexion). After a random delay, a second target was 

illuminated and subjects were instructed to reach quickly and accurately to the new 

target as soon as it appeared. Some subjects completed reaching movements to 8 

targets positioned on the circumference of a circle and centred on the original central 

start target. Subject performance was measured for only the movements to the 

peripheral targets. In order to reduce time to complete this task, some subjects 

performed a 4-target version of the task (45°, 135°, 225°, 315°) and movements were 

recorded both to and from the peripheral targets.  

Reaching performance was quantified by 5 parameters: 

Posture speed- mean hand speed for 500 ms before target onset. 

Reaction time- time from target onset to movement onset. 

Initial direction error- angle created by the vector from the hand position at movement 

onset to the peripheral target and the vector from the hand position at movement onset 

to the hand position after the first phase of movement. 

Speed maxima count- number of hand speed maxima from movement onset to offset 

Movement time- total time between movement onset and offset. 

 

PM: Position matching task 

The behavioural task was described by Dukelow et al. (2010). Briefly, subjects 

were instructed to relax the passive arm (affected arm for subjects with stroke) while it 
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was moved by the robot to one of either 4 or 9 spatial locations. Subjects were required 

to mirror match the configuration of this passive robot-controlled arm with their active 

arm (unaffected arm for subjects with stroke) without visual feedback of their limbs. 

Subjects notified the operator when they felt the active arm was in the mirror position to 

the passive arm, and then the operator triggered the next trial. 

Limb position matching performance was quantified based on: 

Variability- the mean of the standard deviation of the active hand’s position for each 

target limb configuration. 

Spatial expansion/contraction - the ratio of the area created by the active arm’s final 

positions to the area created by the passive arm’s final positions. 

Systematic shift- the mean of the mean error between the active and passive hand’s 

locations for each target limb configuration. 

 

PTB: Postural perturbation task 

This task was described in Bourke et al. (2015). Briefly, subjects began the task 

by stabilizing their fingertip represented as a white dot (0.5 cm radius) in a central red 

target (1 cm radius). After a random delay, either the elbow or shoulder was perturbed 

by a flexor or extensor step torque (0.5 Nm for elbow, 1 Nm for shoulder). Subjects 

were instructed to quickly and accurately return their fingertip to the target as soon as 

they felt the robot bump them. Some subjects performed the original version of this task 

which began with 8 practice trials with visual feedback provided throughout the trial. 

Then visual feedback of fingertip position was removed at perturbation onset for half of 

the trials (8 vision and 8 no vision trials for each perturbation condition). Subjects had 3 
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seconds to return to the target. In order to reduce time to complete this task, some 

subjects performed a second shortened version of the task where, following the practice 

trials, all trials removed vision at perturbation onset (6 trials per perturbation condition). 

Subjects had 2.5 seconds to return to the spatial target. Data analysis is based on 

performance up to 2.5 seconds after the perturbation for both variants of the task. This 

task was completed with one limb (randomly chosen), and then repeated with their other 

arm. 

Perturbation response performance was measured by 5 parameters. 

Posture speed- mean hand speed for 500 ms before target onset. 

Deceleration time- time from perturbation onset to the first hand speed minima 

Return time- time from perturbation onset to return within 1 cm of their final endpoint 

position. 

Endpoint error- distance between the hand position at the end of the trail to the center of 

the virtual target. 

Maximum displacement- maximum distance from the target over the course of the trial. 

Joint velocity offset (sho)- difference in time between the first speed maxima of the 

directly perturbed joint and the indirectly perturbed joint (shoulder perturbation trials). 

 

Timing between assessments 

 Experimental tasks were generally completed on the same day (n=46). Some 

subjects were assessed in multiple sessions days apart. In these cases the PTB task 

was generally completed within 3 days of the VGR and PM tasks (n=17), although a few 

took up to a week to schedule a follow-up session (n=5). 
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3.3.4 Clinical assessments 

Subjects with stroke were evaluated by a trained physician or therapist. Physical 

impairments were measured using the Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment (CMSA) 

impairment inventory for both arms (Gowland et al. 1993) and the muscle power 

assessment for elbow and shoulder flexion and extension (Compston 2010). Subjects 

were categorized into left-affected (LA) or right-affected (RA) dependent on the most 

clinically affected side of the body. Functional abilities were measured with the 

Functional Independence Measure (FIM) (Keith et al. 1987). Attentional abilities were 

measured using the Behavioural Inattention Test (BIT), with a score of <130/146 

indicative of visual neglect (Wilson et al. 1987). Handedness of all subjects was 

measured by the Modified Edinburgh Handedness test (Oldfield 1971). 

 

3.3.5 Normative models of healthy performance 

Over 100 controls have been assessed in each task (including each variant of 

VGR and PM). The performance of control subjects on each parameter was analyzed 

for any effects of age, sex, or handedness. Control values were age-regressed and Box 

Cox transforms were used to normalize control distributions when necessary (Box and 

Cox 1964; Lowrey et al. 2014). Values were then assessed for any effect of sex or 

handedness, subdivided into respective categories if effects were significant, and again 

age-regressed and Box Cox transformed, if necessary. In this way, separate normative 

models were created for the PTB task and each VGR and PM task variant. All 
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parameter values were converted into Z-scores using these models. Subjects with 

stroke were flagged as impaired on a particular parameter if their z-score was >1.645 or 

<-1.645 for one-tailed tests, or >|1.96| for two-tailed tests. 

We also computed overall performance in each task using the Mahalanobis 

distance (Mahalanobis 1936). This value was calculated from the distribution of Z-

scores of all task parameters from all controls (for both the left and right arms 

separately). Mahalanobis distance measures the distance from mean control 

performance in multi-dimensional space, while taking into account the correlation 

between parameters. Subjects with stroke who had an M-distance greater than 95% of 

controls on a particular task were considered impaired on that task.  

 

3.3.6 Data analysis 

M-distance was compared between individual tasks, categorizing subjects as 

impaired in neither, either, or both tasks. The Fisher Exact Probability Test was used to 

see if impairments fit the null hypothesis of being independent (p>.05). When comparing 

individual task parameters, a p<0.01 was considered significant. 

A bootstrap analysis was also used to examine if impairments co-varied across 

tasks above that expected by random chance. The M-distance values from each task 

for all subjects with stroke were randomly shuffled 10,000 times to create a probability 

distribution of the number of subjects expected in each of the 8 patterns (impaired in all 

tasks, no tasks, one task only or 2 tasks). A specific pattern of impairment was identified 

as larger or smaller than random chance if the observed number of subjects was 
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greater than 97.5% or less than 2.5% of the shuffled distributions (different from 9,500 

cases). 

 

3.4 Results 

The performance of 60 subjects with stroke were assessed in all 3 tasks and 

compared to normative models of control performance (see Methods- Normative 

Models). The demographic and clinical information of these subjects with stroke is 

provided in Table 3. Overall task performance for individual subjects was measured by 

M-distance (see Methods). Out of the 60 subjects assessed, 45%, 65%, and 75% of 

subjects with stroke were impaired in PM, PTB, and VGR task M-distance 

(respectively). These proportions are roughly similar to those observed in previous 

studies (Coderre et al. 2010; Dukelow et al. 2010; Bourke et al. 2015). 

We found subjects with stroke displayed different patterns of impairments, or 

phenotypes. An 80 year old subject, 45 days after a right ischemic stroke (Figure 11A), 

performed poorly only in the PM task. This subject was identified as impaired for all 

parameters associated with the limb position matching task, including high variability 

(9.4 cm), contraction of the workspace (ratio= 0.33), and systematic shift (10.3 cm). This 

same subject was within the control range for all parameters in the VGR task and all 

parameters in the PTB task except for return time (1454 ms). A 69 year old subject, 6 

days after a left hemorrhagic stroke (Figure 11B), performed much better in the PM 

task. Only variability was outside the control range at 5.7 cm. However, this subject 

performed worse in the PTB and VGR tasks. Both PTB task deceleration duration (449 

ms) and endpoint error (12.3 cm) were outside the control range. Posture speed,  
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Measure Stroke (n=60) 

age (years)a 62 (26-90) 

sex (M/F)  37/23 

handedness (L/R/M) 6/54/0 

time since stroke (days)a 25.5 (2-50) 

affected arm (L/R) 33/27 

FIMa 106.5 (60-126) 

MoCA - 

BITa,b 142 (86-146) 

BIT<130b 7 

 LA (n=33) RA (n=27) 

ischemic/hemorrhagic 31/2 21/6 

Lesion location 

(C/SC/C+SC/Br/Cb/Cb+Br) 
16/7/6/2/2/0 7/13/3/3/0/1 

CMSA c [0 4 8 3 8 7 3] [0 3 6 5 4 3 5]d 

Table 3. Demographic information of subjects included in the experiment 

Abbreviations: M/F (male/female), L/R/M (left/right/mixed), FIM (Functional Independence 

Measure), MoCA (Montreal Cognitive Assessment), BIT (Behavioural Inattention Test), LA (left 

affected), RA (right affected), C (cortical), SC (subcortical), C+SC (cortical + subcortical), Br 

(brainstem), Cb (cerebellar), Cb+Br (cerebellar + brainstem),CMSA (Chedoke-McMaster Stroke 

Assessment). 

Legend: a. median (min-max). b. n=67 c. [n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7] corresponds to the number of 

subjects with CMSA subscores of [1 2 3 4 5 6 7] for their affected arm. d. n=26. 
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Figure 11. Exemplar subjects 

(a) Performance of an 80 year old subject, 45 days post stroke, on each of the 3 tasks using his 

left affected arm. Left: Affected arm was moved to 8 spatial locations by the robot (filled 

markers) in the position matching (PM) task. The subject mirror matched with the unaffected 

arm (unfilled markers). Mean hand position of the unaffected arm was reflected back onto 

affected arm position to quantify discrepancies in matching. Ellipses surrounding unaffected arm 
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markers indicate variability for each target position. Middle: Hand path during the postural 

perturbation (PTB) task (top). Square markers indicate endpoint positions at the end of each 

trial. Green, black, blue, and red indicate trials with shoulder flexion, shoulder extension, elbow 

flexion, and elbow extension perturbations (respectively). Hand speed during shoulder 

extension perturbations (bottom). Dashed line indicates perturbation onset and circle markers 

indicate the end of deceleration duration. Left: Reaching trajectories for each trial of the visually 

guided reaching (VGR) task are shown (top). To distinguish which target was presented, 

trajectories to each of the 8 different peripheral targets are shown in separate colours. Hand 

speed during 3 o’clock reach (bottom). (b) Performance of a 69 year old subject, 6 days post 

stroke, on each of the 3 tasks using his right affected arm. (c) Performance of a 40 year old 

subject, 3 days post stroke, on each of the 3 tasks using her right affected arm.   
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reaction time (509 ms), initial direction error (9.7°), and movement time (1572 ms) were 

all outside the control range for the VGR task. A 40 year old subject, 3 days after a left 

ischemic stroke (Figure 11C), performed poorly in all 3 tasks. This subject showed high 

variability (6.5 cm), contraction (ratio=-4.42), and systematic shift (18.7 cm) in the PM 

task. This person also had delayed (deceleration duration= 394 ms) and inaccurate 

(endpoint error= 7.5 cm) perturbation responses. Finally, VGR reaction time (385 ms), 

initial direction error (8.8°), speed maxima count (5.4) and movement time (2979 ms) 

were all outside the control range. 

 We found that all possible patterns of impairments were observable based on 

whether or not each subject passed and/or failed each robot-based task (Figure 12A). 

Based on M-distance values, the most common phenotype was impaired in the PTB 

and VGR tasks, but not the PM task (n=17). Almost as common was impaired in all 3 

tasks (n=16). The least common phenotype was impaired in the PTB and PM tasks, but 

not the VGR task (n=1). Finally, a few subjects were impaired in only the PM task (n=4), 

only the PTB task (n=5), only the VGR task (n=6), or no task (n=5). Thus, about a 

quarter of our sample of subjects with stroke were impaired in only one task. 

The proportion of subjects with each phenotype was similar to that expected by 

random chance. The VGR and PM tasks were independent (Fisher, p=.69), as was 

shown in a previous study (Dukelow et al. 2012) (Figure 12B). Impairments in the PTB 

task were independent of impairments in the PM task (Fisher, p=.79) (Figure 12C), but 

weakly dependent on impairments in the VGR task (Fisher’s test, p=0.03) (Figure 12D). 

The bootstrap analysis also found that phenotype proportions were not significantly 

different than expected by each tasks individual sensitivity (p>0.05). The presence of  
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Figure 12. Overall performance of subjects with stroke on all three tasks 

(a) Diagram of number of subjects impaired in each of the 3 tasks (with their affected arm) 

according to M-distance. The size of the circle corresponds to the number of subjects impaired 

in a specific combination of tasks as indicated by the associated text. (b) The M-distance of the 

PM task versus the M-distance of the VGR task. Left affected and right affected subjects are 

represented by leftward and rightward facing triangles, respectively. Triangles colours 

correspond to impairment categorization shown in A. The 95th percentiles of control 

performance for the left and right arms are shown by the dotted and dashed lines (respectively). 

(c) The M-distance for the PTB task versus M-distance for the position matching (PM) task. (d) 

M-distance in the VGR and PTB tasks.  
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only one subject impaired in PM and PTB tasks was just inside the range expected of 1 

to 8 (p=0.059). Otherwise, all other phenotypes were not significantly different than 

expected if impairments were independent (p>0.12). This includes the group of 17 

subjects who were impaired in only the VGR and PTB tasks, but not the PM task 

(p=0.42). 

The impairment severity of subjects with stroke was only weakly correlated 

across tasks (Table 4). The M-distance of VGR and PTB task performance was 

significantly correlated for subjects with stroke (rs=0.39, p=0.002). There were several 

cases of individual parameters being significantly correlated (Spearman, p<0.01) (Table 

4).Individual parameters were almost always independent (Fisher, p>0.01) (Table 5). 

However, PM M-distance was not significantly correlated with PTB (rs=0.08, p=0.55) 

and only weakly correlated with VGR M-distance (rs=0.28, p=0.03). No PM parameter 

was significantly correlated with any PTB or VGR parameter (Spearman, p>0.01), and 

all parameters were independent (Fisher, p>0.01). 

We also found a weaker relationship between impairments in the VGR and PTB 

when subjects used their unaffected (less affected) limb. VGR and PTB M-distance for 

the unaffected arm (n=68) were weakly correlated (Spearman, rs=0.28, p=0.022), but 

the Fisher test identified the tasks as independent (p=0.10). Only one significant 

correlation was found between PTB endpoint error and VGR initial direction error 

(Spearman, rs=0.35, p=0.003). All individual parameters were independent except for 

posture speed, which was significantly dependent between the two tasks (Fisher, 

p=0.007).  
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Subjects 
with stroke 

(rs) 

M-
distance 

posture 
speed 

deceleration 
duration 

return 
time 

endpoint 
error 

joint 
velocity 

offset (sho) 

M-distance 0.08 0.22 0.23 0.13 0.12 0.09 

variability 0.08 0.19 0.12 0.04 0.09 -0.08 

contraction/ 
expansion 

-0.15 0.09 0.01 -0.04 -0.17 -0.04 

systematic 
shift 

0.07 0.18 0.15 0.08 0.12 0.00 

M-distance 
 

0.25 0.55 0.43 0.80 0.61 

posture 
speed   

0.04 0.16 0.02 0.09 

deceleration 
duration    

0.27 0.56 0.46 

return time 
    

0.52 0.64 

endpoint 
error      

0.59 

joint velocity 
offset (sho)       

M-distance 0.39 0.22 0.31 -0.04 0.34 0.26 

posture 
speed 

0.22 0.19 0.07 0.23 0.14 0.21 

reaction time 0.29 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.35 0.18 

initial 
direction 

error 
0.35 0.23 0.23 -0.09 0.29 0.11 

speed 
maxima 
count 

0.39 0.21 0.28 0.03 0.35 0.32 

movement 
time 

0.32 -0.02 0.32 -0.10 0.31 0.23 

Table 4. Correlation of individual task parameters 

Spearman correlation values (rs) of individual task parameters for affected arm performance of 

subjects with stroke (n=60). Rows 1-4 and 11-16 are PM and VGR task parameters, 

respectively. All columns and rows 5-10 are PTB task parameters. Spearman correlations 

where p<0.01 are shown in bold. 
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Subjects 
with stroke 

(pF) 

M-
distance 

posture 
speed 

deceleration 
duration 

return 
time 

endpoint 
error 

joint 
velocity 

offset (sho) 

M-distance 0.79 0.26 0.12 0.61 1.00 1.00 

variability 1.00 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.78 1.00 

contraction/ 
expansion 0.79 

0.55 0.29 0.59 0.40 0.58 

systematic 
shift 0.37 

0.74 0.39 0.77 0.76 0.55 

M-distance   
    

  

posture 
speed 

0.06   
   

  

deceleration 
duration 

1.3E-04 1.00   
  

  

return time 0.27 0.37 0.29   
 

  

endpoint 
error 

0.02 0.54 1.7E-04 0.04     

joint velocity 
offset (sho) 

9.9E-06 0.55 1.1E-03 
5.8E-

03 
8.7E-03   

M-distance 0.03 0.31 0.76 0.22 1.00 0.22 

posture 
speed 

0.02 0.72 0.20 0.75 0.19 0.35 

reaction time 0.11 0.04 0.31 1.00 0.28 0.29 

initial 
direction 

error 
0.14 0.36 1.00 0.15 0.38 0.24 

speed 
maxima 
count 

4.3E-03 0.03 0.42 0.59 0.57 0.05 

movement 
time 

0.02 1.00 8.6E-03 0.24 0.12 0.37 

Table 5. Fisher exact probability test of individual task parameters 

Fisher exact probability test p-values (pF) of individual task parameters for affected arm 

performance of subjects with stroke (n=60). Rows 1-4 and 11-16 are PM and VGR task 

parameters, respectively. All columns and rows 5-10 are PTB task parameters. P-values where 

pF <0.01 are shown in bold. 
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 In general, a greater number of subjects were identified as impaired in the upper 

limb using the three robot-based tasks as compared to a CMSA arm subscale. Eight 

subjects with stroke scored a perfect 7 on the CMSA arm subscale. Of these, five were 

identified as impaired in at least one of the robot-based tasks.  However, one subject 

that scored 6 on the CMSA was not identified as impaired in any of the robot-based 

tasks.  Finally, clinical measures of disability (Functional Independence Measure) 

correlated significantly with VGR (r=-0.44, p=4.9x10-4) and PM (r=-0.36, p=4.5x10-3), but 

only weakly with PTB (r=-0.28, p=0.03). 

 

3.5 Discussion 

The present study examined the performance of subjects with stroke in three 

robot-based tasks to quantify the use of vision and limb afferent feedback for perception 

and motor action. Across tasks the proportion and magnitude of impairments were 

largely independent. We also found that all possible patterns of impairments were 

observed in our subject pool, including impaired in all tasks, all combinations of two 

tasks, only one task, and none. These results highlight a surprising level of 

heterogeneity in the specific impairments of each subject with stroke.  

 It is perhaps least surprising to see that impairments in PM are independent of 

impairments of VGR. The present study replicates the findings of Dukelow et al. (2012) 

with some new analysis techniques and 49/60 subjects that were not in the first study. 

These tasks are functionally separate although should have some neuroanatomical 

overlap as both require to some degree sensory information from the limb. The VGR 

task is a motor task that emphasizes vision for planning and guiding movement. It relies 
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on a widely distributed neuroanatomical network including ascending sensory pathways, 

cerebral cortical areas involved in sensory and motor functions, cerebellum, and basal 

ganglia (Robinson 1995; Kalaska et al. 1997; Cisek et al. 2003; Shadmehr and Wise 

2005; Shadmehr and Krakauer 2008; Patestas and Gartner 2013). The PM task is a 

perceptual task and uses limb afferent feedback but not visual feedback. It relies on a 

smaller perceptual network including ascending sensory pathways, ipsilesional 

somatosensory cortex, and parietal areas (Bassetti et al. 1993; Kim and Choi-Kwon 

1996; Patestas and Gartner 2013; Kenzie et al. 2014). 

It is more surprising that impairment in the PTB task is essentially independent of 

impairments in the PM and VGR tasks. The PTB and PM tasks both require the use of 

limb afferent feedback in the absence of visual feedback. Both tasks involve ascending 

sensory pathways from the limb and primary somatosensory cortex (Marsden et al. 

1977; Scott 2012; Patestas and Gartner 2013). This common pathway explains why 

some subjects are impaired in both.  However, there appears to be sufficient separation 

in the brain circuits that support performance in each task, resulting in independent 

impairments in each task.  For example, cerebellar pathways may play an important role 

for PTB task success (Scott 2012). Cerebellum is thought to integrate limb afferent 

information and the efference copy of motor commands into a best estimate of where 

the limb is in space and used for online control. Unlike the PTB task, the PM task does 

not have a time critical demand for this limb position information. It may be since this is 

a perceptual decision with no time limit, cerebellum is less important. The presence of 

many subjects with impairments in only the PM or the PTB task highlights partially 

separate functional networks in the brain being responsible for the use of limb afferent 
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information for perception versus action, much like visual information (Goodale and 

Milner 1992).  

The PTB and the VGR tasks are both assessing motor actions rather than 

perception. Both tasks involve ascending sensory pathways, ipsilesional somatosensory 

cortex, ipsilesional motor cortex, cerebellum, basal ganglia, and parietal areas (Marsden 

et al. 1977; Robinson 1995; Kalaska et al. 1997; Scott 2012; Patestas and Gartner 

2013). Despite the neuroanatomical overlap of the VGR and PTB functional circuits, 

impairments in the two tasks did not overlap more than was statistically expected and 

were only weakly correlated, with only 15% of the variance being explained. This is 

surprising as a lesion in motor cortex or descending corticospinal tract would be 

expected to impact both. We found many subjects that were impaired in both tasks, but 

also many that were not. This could relate to other cortical areas involved in the VGR 

(Cisek et al. 2003; Shadmehr and Wise 2005; Shadmehr and Krakauer 2008) but not 

the PTB task (Scott 2012). As well, visual feedback used in the VGR task may mask 

underlying impairments in the use of limb sensory information during that task, that are 

only observed in the PTB task when vision wasn’t available. 

 Admittedly, some significant correlations would likely emerge with a larger 

sample size than the 60 subjects examined in this study.  However, the strength of the 

correlations would not necessarily change with a larger sample.  Thus, only about 15% 

or less of the variance in performance can be explained across tasks. This will not likely 

change dramatically by increasing the sample size. 

Future work is needed to examine the anatomical substrates underlying 

performance and impairments in these three tasks. Multiple unique impairment 
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phenotypes challenge expectations from our understanding of the overlap of the neural 

circuitry underlying task performance. Better understanding of the functional 

neuroanatomy of sensorimotor circuits could come from identifying distinct lesion 

locations which correspond with the different impairment phenotypes that have 

categorized in this study. 

  When determining the validity of a new health measure, often there is no ‘gold-

standard’ assessment to which it can be compared (Fitzpatrick et al. 1998). In this case, 

converging evidence is required from significant correlations with other measures which 

are hypothesized to relate to the same underlying factor(s) as this newly constructed 

measure. There are numerous examples of clinically used stroke outcome measures 

whose validity is shown by significant correlations to other assessment tools (Salter et 

al. 2013). A key caveat is that this correlation also cannot be so strong (i.e. r=1) that it is 

shown that the new measure is just measuring the same thing twice (Fitzpatrick et al. 

1998). Since different stroke outcome measures each provide novel information about 

stroke recovery, combining multiple measures can be an important tool in determining 

the effect of a therapeutic intervention (Kasner 2006). For instance, the NINDS rt-PA 

Stroke Trial used a global statistical test based on a combination of the National 

Institutes of Health stroke scale, modified Rankin scale, Barthel Index, and Glasgow 

outcome scale to show increased favourable outcomes after thrombolytic therapy (Tilley 

et al. 1996). The European Cooperative Acute Stroke Study failed to show a benefit for 

thrombolytic therapy with individual outcome measures, but post-hoc analysis revealed 

that the same global statistic showed similar favourable results (Hacke et al. 1998). This 

highlights the importance of combining information from multiple assessments to better 
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characterize stroke outcomes. A remaining limitation is that this approach dichotomized 

results from each scale (Kasner 2006). Using new methods that capture the distribution 

of each component score, such as the use of M-distance in this study, may increase the 

detection of clinically meaningful improvements. 

In conclusion, the three tasks used in this study contribute unique information 

about subject-specific sensorimotor impairments. Even in the case when tasks 

performance was weakly correlated, knowing a subject was impaired in one of these 

tasks added little predictive value that they would be impaired on the other task. The 

impairment phenotypes described in the current study may require different 

rehabilitation strategies in order to maximize potential recovery after stroke. As further 

assessment tasks are developed, there is increased potential to identify specific targets 

for rehabilitation and identify impairments that would have been otherwise overlooked. 

This impairment phenotyping may serve as a useful tool in designing patient-centered 

rehabilitation strategies, as well as predicting long-term outcomes and recovery profiles.  
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Chapter 4: A robot-based behavioural task to quantify 

impairments in rapid motor decisions and actions after 

stroke 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Introduction: Performing daily activities requires attention to our environment, as well as 

selecting and generating goal-directed motor actions. Stroke can inhibit our ability to 

perform daily activities, although it can be difficult to identify the underlying functional 

impairment(s) that impact daily activities.  We sought to characterize patterns of post-

stroke impairments to identify and select spatial targets in a bimanual motor task. 

Methods: Subjects were assessed in a robotic exoskeleton. Subjects used virtual 

paddles attached to their hands to hit away 200 virtual target objects falling towards 

them while avoiding 100 virtual distractors. The inclusion of distractor objects required 

subjects to rapidly assess objects located across the workspace and make motor 

decisions about which objects to hit. 

Results: As many as 78% of the 157 subjects with subacute stroke had impairments in 

individual global, spatial, temporal, or hand-specific task parameters relative to the 95% 

performance bounds for 309 non-disabled control subjects.  Subjects with stroke and 

neglect (Behavioural Inattention Test score <130; n=28) were more often impaired in 

task parameters than other subjects with stroke. Approximately half of subjects with 

stroke hit proportionally more distractors objects than 95% of controls, suggesting they 
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had difficulty in attending to and selecting appropriate objects. This impairment was 

observed for affected and unaffected limbs including some whose motor performance 

was comparable to controls.  

Conclusions: A simple robot-based task identified that many subjects with stroke have 

impairments to select and generate rapid motor responses to task specific spatial goals 

in the workspace.  

 

Keywords: stroke, assessment, cognitive impairments, attention, inhibition, neglect 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Moving and interacting in the world requires rapid processing of the visual 

environment to identify potential motor goals, select a movement and finally move in a 

timely manner. For example, when packing groceries, we must decide where to put 

items based on their shape, size, fragility and other features. The selection, planning 

and execution of motor actions must be done rapidly to keep pace with the flow of 

groceries from the cashier. 

 Post-stroke disability stems from a variety of motor, sensory, and/or cognitive 

deficits (Teasell and Hussein, 2013). Post-stroke assessments often focus on one 

domain and typically do not impose a time limit to perform the task (Salter et al., 2013). 

Few assessments focus on rapid motor skills beyond simple reaction time tests, even 

though complex and time sensitive demands are often required for interacting with the 

environment. 
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 We recently used an object hit task to quantify simultaneous upper limb bimanual 

sensorimotor performance (Tyryshkin et al., 2014). Although this task quantified rapid 

motor skills, decisional processes required to perform the task were limited: identify an 

object and select a limb to hit the object. As all objects were targets in this task, it did 

not require cognitive processes related to attending to object qualities (rather than just 

spatial location) to select a motor action and inhibit other motor responses. These 

processes can be impaired following stroke (Guitton et al., 1985, Erez et al., 2009, 

Rossit et al., 2011). 

 The goal of the present study was to develop a task that examined rapid 

bimanual motor skills that also required greater cognitive processing. We developed a 

variant of the object hit task (Tyryshkin et al., 2014) by requiring subjects to hit 2 

possible targets while avoiding all other objects in the workspace. We hypothesized 

many subjects with stroke would have difficulties attending to the appropriate objects 

and inhibiting motor responses to the distractor objects or avoiding them.  The 

performance of subjects with stroke was compared to a large cohort of non-disabled 

control subjects.  

 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Subject Information 

Participants included patients recruited from Providence Care (St. Mary’s of the 

Lake Hospital, Kingston, ON), the Dr. Vernon Fanning Centre and Foothills Hospital 

(Calgary, AB).  Prospective subjects were excluded if they had other significant 

neurologic diagnoses (e.g., Parkinson’s disease), acute medical illness, and/or ongoing 
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upper extremity musculoskeletal injuries. Subjects were also excluded if they appeared 

fatigued then later reported pain associated with attempting robotic assessments or 

reported pain during clinical testing on strength or range of motion that would be 

relevant to the robotic task. Non-disabled control subjects were recruited from the 

Kingston, ON and Calgary, AB communities.  This study was approved by the research 

ethics boards of Queen’s University, and the University of Calgary and subjects 

provided informed consent. 

 

4.3.2 Experimental Setup 

Details of the robotic set-up have been reported previously (Scott, 1999, Dukelow 

et al., 2010).  Briefly, the behavioural task was performed using a bimanual exoskeleton 

robot which measures limb motion (KINARM, BKIN Technologies Ltd, Kingston, ON, 

Canada).  Participants sat in a modified wheelchair base, and their arms were fitted in 

supports permitting movement in the horizontal plane.  Arm supports were adjusted 

such that the robot’s linkages aligned with the subject’s elbows and shoulders.  Subjects 

received visual feedback from a virtual reality system which displayed fingertip position 

and virtual objects in the same plane as arm motion via a two-way mirror.  Direct vision 

of the hands and arms was occluded. 

 

4.3.3 Behavioural Task 

Subjects were assessed in an object hit and avoid task (Figure 13A). First, 

subjects were presented two shapes, and instructed to hit them (‘targets’) away and  
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Figure 13. Task details and exemplar subjects 

(A) Screenshot of a subject performing the task.  Objects included 2 target shapes and 6 

distractor shapes.  (B) Task performance summary of a 62 year old right-handed male control 

subject. Y axes are number of targets (top) or distractors (bottom) dropped from each bin (X 

axis).  Hits with the left hand are blue areas and hits with the right hand are red areas. Missed 

objects are the white areas. The top of each plot represents the beginning of the task, and the 

bottom represents the end. Hand transition and miss bias are indicated with dashed and dotted 

lines (respectively). (C) Performance of a 65 year old right-handed, right-affected male subject 5 

days post-stroke. (D) Performance of a 63 year old right-handed male subject 8 days post-

stroke.  Subject was left-affected and had a BIT score of 67 (indicative of visual neglect). 
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avoid all other shapes (‘distractors’).  Subsequently, shapes began falling toward the 

subject, 200 targets and 100 distractors total, taking just over 2 minutes to complete. 

The task progressively became more difficult as the speed and number of objects falling 

towards them increased. See Behavioural Task in the Supplementary Materials for 

details. 

 Every effort was made to ensure subjects understood the task instructions. 

Operators usually obtained verbal confirmation that they understood which targets to hit 

when showing the target objects before starting the task. Reminders to hit the specific 

target shapes and avoid all others would be given early in the task, especially if there 

seemed to be confusion with similar distractor shapes (for example tall target rectangle 

vs. wide rectangle distractor). As well, targets hit by a paddle were knocked away and 

haptic feedback of the contact was provided by the robot (Tyryshkin et al., 2014), 

whereas distractors simply passed through the paddle to provide immediate feedback 

that it was a distractor.  

 

4.3.4 Data processing 

 Data were analyzed using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Massachusetts).  Hand 

speed was filtered using a sixth-order double-pass Butterworth filter (cutoff frequency 10 

Hz). 

 

4.3.5 Task Parameters 

Global Performance was evaluated using five parameters: 

1. Targets hit: The number of target objects hit away from the body. 
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2. Distractors hit: The number of distractor objects hit. 

3. Objects hit: The number of objects hit (target hits + distractor hits).  

4. Distractor proportion: Distractors hit divided by objects hit. 

In the case of multiple hits for the same object, the first hit is used to determine which 

hand/paddle hit the ball. 

5. Object processing rate (objects/second): The rate of correctly processed objects 

(number of targets hit + distractors missed per second) at 80% of task completion 

(see Supplementary Materials for calculation details). 

All other parameters were defined in the same way as the object hit task (Tyryshkin et 

al., 2014) (see Task Parameters in the Supplementary Materials). 

 

4.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

 All parameter values were converted to z-scores to control for any effects of age, 

sex, or handedness seen in controls (see Statistical Analysis in the Supplementary 

Materials). Individual subjects with stroke were defined as having impaired performance 

on a task parameter, when their z-score was >1.65 or <-1.65 for one tailed tests, or 

>|1.96| for two tailed tests. 

 A subset of subjects was assessed a second time by a different operator within 7 

days of their initial assessment.  An intraclass correlation was used to determine 

interrater reliability (significant if P<0.05, acceptable if ICC>0.8). 

 

4.3.7 Clinical Assessments 
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 Subjects with stroke were evaluated by a trained physician or therapist using the 

Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment (CMSA), the Functional Independence 

Measure (FIM), the Behavioural Inattention Test (BIT), the Montreal Cognitive 

Assessment (MoCA), and the Modified Edinburgh Handedness test (see Clinical 

Assessments in the Supplementary Materials).  Subjects were broadly categorized as 

“Left-Affected” (LA) or “Right-Affected” (RA) depending on the clinically most affected 

side of the body.  Subjects with stroke who scored <130 on the BIT were defined as 

having visuospatial neglect and were analyzed separately (neglect subjects). 

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Subject demographics and clinical information 

 Table 6 shows the demographic information and clinical scores for the 157 

subjects with stroke and 309 control subjects. Subjects with stroke were usually 

assessed either on the same day (n=90) or within 1 day (n=40) of the robotic 

assessment. Some subjects with stroke were assessed within 2-4 days (n=18) and a 

few within 5-10 days (n=9). Twenty eight subjects with stroke displayed visual neglect 

as indicated by scores of <130 on the BIT.  These subjects were analyzed separately to 

assess differences in the patterns of task performance with stroke and visual neglect. 

 

4.4.2 Exemplar Subjects 

 Figure 13 B-D displays the distribution of target and distractor hits and misses for 

a control subject and two subjects with stroke.  The control subject (Figure 13B) was 

very effective in hitting targets (136/200) and avoiding distractors (94/100).  Control  
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Measure Stroke (n=157) Controls (n=309) 

age
 a
 64 (25-90) years 53 (18-93) years 

sex (male/female) 102/55 subjects 138/171 subjects 

handedness (L/R/M) 10/147/0 subjects 30/279/0 subjects 

time since stroke
 a
 11 (1-49) days - 

affected arm (L/R) 94/63 subjects - 

FIM- motor subscore
 ab

 71 (22-91) - 

FIM- total score
 ab

 102.5 (46-126) - 

MoCA
 c
 24 (10-30) - 

BIT
 a
 141 (64-146) - 

 LA (n=94) RA (n=63)  

ischemic/hemorrhagic/both 85/9/0 subjects 55/8/0 subjects - 

lesion location (C/SC/C+SC/ 
Cb/Br/Cb+Br/mixed/unknown) 

33/19/31/3/3/0/1/4 
subjects 

11/29/15/0/5/1/2/0 
subjects 

- 

BIT<130 22 subjects 6 subjects - 

visual field deficit 16 subjects 7 subjects - 

CMSA- arm subscore
 d
    

Affected arm  [5 13 14 4 19 14 24]
 e
 [5 8 9 5 13 7 15]

 f
 - 

Unaffected arm [0 0 0 0 8 22 63]
 e

 [0 0 0 0 1 14 47]
 f
 - 

Affected  hand [9 3 10 8 30 16 16]
 g
 [4 7 6 7 12 11 15]

 f
 - 

Unaffected  hand [0 0 0 0 1 32 59] 
g
 [0 0 0 0 2 18 42]

 f
 - 

Table 6. Demographic information of subjects included in the experiment 

Abbreviations: L/R/M (left/right/mixed), FIM (Functional Independence Measure), MoCA 

(Montreal Cognitive Assessment), BIT (Behavioural Inattention Test), LA (left affected), RA 

(right affected), C (cortical), SC (subcortical), C+SC (cortical + subcortical), Cb (cerebellar), Br 

(brainstem), Cb+Br (cerebellar + brainstem), CMSA (Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment). 

Legend: a. median (min-max). b. n=156. c. n=152. d. [n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7] corresponds to the 

number of subjects with CMSA subscores of [1 2 3 4 5 6 7]. e. n=93. f. n=62. g. n=92. 
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subjects gradually missed more targets, especially lateral ones, as task difficulty 

increased. The RA subject with stroke (Figure 13C) hit fewer targets (117/200) and 

more distractors (47/100) than the control.  The LA neglect subject (Figure 13D) hit 

even fewer targets (83/200) and a similar amount of distractors (40/100). This subject 

also hit very few objects with their left hand and very few on the left side of the 

workspace. 

4.4.3 Impairments identified using the robot-based task 

 Each parameter classified a varying number of subjects with stroke as impaired 

(Table 7).  Target hits identified the largest number of subjects as impaired. The number 

of targets hit by controls depended on age and sex (Figure 14A).   Subjects with stroke 

were considered to be impaired in targets hit if their performance fell below the 5% level 

performance of controls after correcting for age and sex. Overall, 78% of LA subjects 

(left-affected subjects with stroke), 68% of RA subjects (right affected subjects with 

stroke), and 96% of neglect subjects (subjects with stroke and visual neglect) were 

impaired in targets hit.  Similarly, age effects were found for objects hit. In total, 64% LA 

subjects, 51% RA subjects, and 86% of neglect subjects hit less objects than the lower 

cutoff of the age normative model. 

 Distractor proportion was more sensitive in identifying individual subjects with 

stroke as impaired (39% LA, 51% RA, 79% neglect; see Figure 14B and Table 7) 

compared to distractors hit (15% of subjects with stroke impaired).  Object processing 

rate was also sensitive (Figure 14C): controls mostly had a processing rate between 1.5 

to 2.5 objects per second, whereas the object processing rate of most subjects with 

stroke was below 1.5. 
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Parameters 
(normative models) 

 
 

z-score 
cutoff 

subjects with stroke 
(% impaired) 

Interrater 
reliability 

BIT>=130  
BIT<130 

intraclass 
correlation (P) LA RA 

 Global Performance 

target hits <-1.645 78 68 96 .93 (2x10
-11

) 

distractor hits >1.645 6 23 21 .80 (2x10
-6

) 

object hits <-1.645 64 51 86 .89 (2x10
-9

) 
distractor proportion >1.645 39 51 79 .90 (2x10

-9
) 

object processing rate <-1.645 54 58 79 .89 (3x10
-9

) 

 Spatial and Temporal Performance 

miss bias >|1.96| 25 0 21 .54 (.004) 

hand transition >|1.96| 32 33 57 .24 (.11) 

median error <-1.645 51 53 82 .55 (.002) 

 Hand Specific Performance 

hand bias (hits) >|1.96| 67 69 75 .89 (5x10
-9

) 

hand selection overlap <-1.645 21 23 32 .61 (8x10
-4

) 

total hand bias area >|1.96| 50 53 71 .80 (5x10
-7

) 

hand bias speed >|1.96| 63 64 86 .93 (5x10
-11

) 

object hits left <-1.645 85 14 89 .90 (2x10
-10

) 

right <-1.645 29 74 54 .78 (4x10
-6

) 

distractor 
proportion 

left >1.645 59 39 96 .93 (7x10
-11

) 

right >1.645 26 67 61 .84 (1x10
-7

) 

total hand 
area 

left <-1.645 60 14 68 .91 (3x10
-10

) 

right <-1.645 25 40 32 .81 (3x10
-7

) 

hand speed 
 

left <-1.645 68 14 86 .89 (4x10
-9

) 

right <-1.645 21 54 50 .84 (2x10
-7

) 

Parameters impaired 95% (>5) 79 79 96 .96 (1x10
-14

) 

Table 7. Task performance, interrater reliability, and clinical correlations 

Task parameter sensitivity is defined by the corresponding z-score cutoff range. Interrater 

reliability is shown by the intraclass correlation and corresponding p-values. 

Abbreviations: BIT (Behavioural Inattention Test), LA (left-affected subject), RA (right-affected 

subject). 
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Figure 14. Global performance in task parameters 

(a) Scatter plot of age versus target hits.  Performance of male and female controls is shown by 

filled and empty grey markers, respectively. Performance of subjects with stroke is shown by the 

leftward and rightward pointing triangles representing left-affected and right-affected subjects, 

respectively. Triangle markers are filled if subject also had a BIT score <130 indicative of visual 

neglect.  Age normative model is shown by the blue and magenta lines representing the median 

and cutoff z-score for male and female control subject performance distribution (respectively) 

according to the model.  (b) Scatter plot of age versus distractor proportion.  Performance of 

control subjects is shown by the filled grey markers. Age normative model is shown by the 

median and cutoff z-score of control subject performance distribution according to the model.  

(c)  Scatter plot of age versus estimated maximum target hit rate. (d) Scatter plot of object hits 

versus distractor proportion.  Values have been converted to z-scores based on the normative 

models.  Dashed lines represent the cutoff used to indicate impairment in each parameter.  The 

control performance range is the quadrant indicated by the ‘CR’. 
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 Subjects with stroke who hit fewer objects also tended to hit a higher proportion 

of distractors (Spearman correlation; controls: rs=0.16, P=.006; subjects with stroke: rs=-

.33, P=3x10-5).  Twenty nine percent of subjects with stroke displayed impairments in 

both object hits and distractor proportion (Figure 14D, upper left quadrant).  In contrast, 

29% of subjects with stroke had impairments in only object hits (Figure 14D, lower left 

quadrant) and 16% had impairments in only distractor proportion (Figure 14D, upper 

right quadrant).  All neglect subjects were impaired in at least one of these two 

parameters, and 64% were impaired in both parameters. 

 Almost all subjects with stroke (92%) hit fewer objects with their affected arm 

than with their unaffected arm (Figure 15A).  Similarly, 77% of subjects with stroke 

showed a greater distractor proportion with their affected arm than with their unaffected 

arm (Figure 15B). Overall, 57% of LA subjects, 60% of RA subjects, and 50% of neglect 

subjects had impaired object hits with their affected arm only. 

 Motor and distractor-related impairments in performance of the affected arm 

commonly co-occurred. Of the subjects whose affected arm was impaired in distractor 

proportion, the same arm was usually also impaired in objects hit (97% LA, 81% RA) 

and/or hand speed (85% LA, 63% RA) (Figure 15C). Distractor proportion was also 

negatively correlated with the number of object hits by the affected arm of subjects with 

stroke (rs=-0.58, P<10-10; controls). Although this would be expected, a negative 

correlation was not observed in the non-dominant arm of controls (rs=0.15, P=0.008). 
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Figure 15. Hand specific performance in task parameters 

(a) Scatter plot of object hits (z-score) with the right versus the left hand. Symbols same as 

Figure 14. (b) Scatter plot of distractor proportion with the right versus the left hand.  (c) Scatter 

plot of hand speed versus distractor proportion with the affected arm (AA) of subjects with 

stroke and non-dominant arm (NDA) of control subjects.  (d) Scatter plot of hand speed versus 

distractor proportion with the unaffected arm (UA) of subjects with stroke and dominant arm 

(DA) of control subjects. 
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 In contrast, this coupling of motor and distractor-related impairments was less 

common for the unaffected arm. For the subjects with stroke who had impaired 

distractor proportion with their unaffected arm, the majority did not have impaired object 

hits (47% LA, 82% RA) or hand speed (58% LA, 75% RA) with the same arm (Figure 

15D). The correlation between distractor proportion and objects hit was weaker for 

unaffected arm performance of subjects with stroke (rs=-0.15, P=.07). A negative 

correlation was not observed for the dominant arm of controls (rs=0.18, P=0.001). 

 Neglect subjects who had impaired distractor proportion with their affected arm 

were usually impaired in hitting objects and/or hand speed with the same arm (100% 

and 92% impaired in both parameters, respectively). Impairments in distractor 

proportion for their unaffected arm were less likely to co-occur with impairments in 

objects hit and/or hand speed with that arm (36% and 36% impaired in both parameters, 

respectively). 

 We aggregated the number of task parameters that each subject was impaired in 

(Table 7). Most subjects with stroke (82%) were impaired in more task parameters than 

95% of controls (>5 parameters). This included all but one subject with neglect. 

 

4.4.4 Correlations with standard clinical assessments 

 Task parameter measures were compared to scores on the FIM, MoCA, and BIT 

(Table 8).  Object hits showed moderate correlations with BIT (rs=.40, P=2x10-7) and 

FIM scores (rs=.45, P=3x10-9) and weak correlations with MoCA scores (rs=.23, 

P=.004).  Distractor hits displayed modest correlations with MoCA (rs=-.31, P=1x10-4), 

but distractor proportion displayed moderate correlations with BIT (rs=-.43, P=2x10-8), 
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Parameters 
(normative models) 

Spearman correlations 

rs (P) 

 

 FIM total MoCA BIT 

 Global Performance 

target hits .52 (3x10
-12

) .38 (1x10
-6

) .48 (2x10
-10

) 

distractor hits -.14 (.09) -.31 (1x10
-4

) -.17 (.03) 

object hits .45 (3x10
-9

) .23 (.004) .40 (2x10
-7

) 

distractor proportion -.45 (4x10
-9

) -.49 (2x10
-10

) -.43 (2x10
-8

) 

object processing rate .37 (2x10
-6

) .29 (4x10
-4

) .35 (8x10
-6

) 

 Spatial and Temporal Performance 

miss bias .10 (.22) -.08 (.32) .20 (.01) 

hand transition -.16 (.05) -.11 (.17) -.03 (.72) 

median error .48 (3x10
-10

) .36 (6x10
-6

) .44 (8x10
-9

) 

 Hand Specific Performance 

hand bias (hits) -.01 (.93) .12 (.15) -.20 (.01) 

hand selection overlap .30 (2x10
-4

) .11 (.18) .10 (.21) 

total hand bias area .02 (.80) .15 (.07) -.15 (.06) 

hand bias speed -.01 (.87) .13 (.11) -.18 (.02) 

object hits 
 

affected .51 (1x10
-11

) .24 (.003) .38 (7x10
-7

) 

unaffected .26 (8x10-4) .17 (.04) .30 (1x10-4) 

distractor 
proportion 

affected -.45 (5x10
-9

) -.31 (8x10
-5

) -.36 (4x10
-6

) 

unaffected -.37 (2x10
-6

) -.48 (4x10
-10

) -.41 (9x10
-8

) 

total hand 
area 

affected .44 (6x10
-9

) .07 (.43) .22 (.005) 

unaffected .14 (.08) .17 (.04) .29 (3x10
-4

) 

hand 
speed 

affected .52 (3x10
-12

) .14 (.09) .33 (2x10
-5

) 

unaffected .24 (.002) .16 (.06) .35 (7x10
-6

) 

Parameters impaired -.61  (2x10
-17

) -.31 (1x10
-4

) -.43 (3x10
-8

) 

Table 8. Spearman correlations of robotic parameters with clinical measures 

The relationship between task performance of subjects with stroke and Functional 

Independence Measure (FIM), Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), and Behavioural 

Inattention Test (BIT) scores is shown by the corresponding Spearman correlations. 

Abbreviations: RH (right hand), LH (left hand), LA (left-affected subject), RA (right-affected 

subject). 
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Figure 16. Clinical correlations with task performance 

(a) Scatter plot of Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) scores versus overall distractor 

proportion. Symbols same as Figure 14. (b) Scatter plot of Behavioural Inattention Test (BIT) 

scores versus overall distractor proportion. 
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FIM (rs=-.45, P=4x10-9), and MoCA (rs=-.49, P=2x10-10) (Figure 16A,B).  Out of the 36% 

of subjects with stroke who passed the MoCA (scored >=26), 27% of these subjects 

with stroke were impaired in distractor proportion. Object hits with the affected arm 

correlated better with the FIM (rs=.51, P=1x10-11) than the unaffected arm (rs=.26, 

P=8x10-4). Object hits with the unaffected arm showed a modest correlation with BIT 

(rs=.30, P=1x10-4) and a weak correlation with MoCA (rs=.17, P=.04).  Distractor 

proportion with the unaffected arm showed moderate correlations with BIT (rs=-.41, 

P=9x10-8) and MoCA (rs=-.48, P=4x10-10).  MoCA scores correlated most strongly with 

overall and unaffected arm distractor proportion (rs=<=-0.48, P<10-9). The number of 

parameters impaired was also moderately correlated with FIM (rs=-.61, P=2x10-17) and 

BIT (rs=-.43, P=3x10-8) scores. 

 

4.4.5 Interrater reliability 

 The interrater reliability of the task parameters is shown in Table 7 for subjects 

(13 controls and 10 subjects with stroke) assessed in the task twice.  Intraclass 

correlation coefficients were often high: ICC>=0.8, for 76% of parameters.  

 

4.5 Discussion 

 The current study quantified impairments in stroke survivors to rapidly hit certain 

objects (targets) while avoiding all other objects (distractors). Up to 78% of subjects with 

stroke had impairments in individual global, spatial, temporal, or hand-specific task 

parameters. The task instructions were simple, minimizing the impact of comorbid 
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language impairment (Pasi et al., 2013). The task was completed in ~3 minutes yet 

provided a wide range of information related to sensorimotor and cognitive function.  

Most parameters had high inter-rater reliability providing an objective approach to 

measure impairments and track recovery. 

 The object hit and avoid task is a variant of an object hit task in which subjects 

had to rapidly locate and hit all objects moving in the workspace (Tyryshkin et al., 2014). 

The present task extended this approach by requiring the subject to select amongst 

many options when moving and interacting in the environment. Total objects hit 

quantified each subject’s ability to make rapid motor actions, regardless of whether they 

hit the correct objects or not. Subjects with stroke almost always hit fewer objects with 

their more affected side, and this arm’s performance was more correlated with FIM 

scores than the unaffected side. Thus, the reduction and asymmetry of the ability to 

make rapid motor actions is quantitatively measured by the object hit and avoid task, 

and may have importance in the ability to complete activities of daily living. 

 The inclusion of both target and distractor objects in the current task added an 

additional cognitive load to the previous object hit task. This is important as many 

different cognitive processes are necessary to perform daily activities, and their 

impairment after stroke is a significant cause of disability (Cicerone et al., 2000).  The 

present object hit and avoid task focused on a few key processes. 

 First, demands on the attentional system are high in a visual search task, as it 

requires differentiating target and distractor stimuli (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). Rapid 

parallel processing of the entire visual workspace can be employed to find a target 

amongst many distractors with minimal effort if the target has a unique feature separate 
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from distractors that makes it ‘pop out’. In contrast, focused attention is required to 

serially analyze each stimulus if the target can only be differentiated from the distractors 

by a conjunction of features. The greater attentional demands required for a conjunction 

versus a feature visual search task results in greater reaction time for both controls and 

subjects with stroke (Erez et al., 2009). Subjects with hemineglect also show 

significantly increased times to detect targets in a conjunction search task (regardless of 

which side of the workspace was tested), when compared to the performance of 

controls and subjects with stroke. The object hit and avoid task is representative of a 

conjunctive visual search as targets could only be differentiated from distractors by 

attending to the geometry (circular, three- or four-sided) and relative dimensions (tall, 

wide or equal) of each object (see Behavioural Task in the Supplementary Materials). 

Correspondingly, BIT scores correlated with many individual task parameters, as well as 

the total number of parameters impaired. Although correlations were weak to moderate, 

all were in the expected direction: greater task impairment associated with greater 

clinical impairment. 

 In the current study, participants are required to either enact a reach toward the 

target, or actively avoid hitting a distractor. Despite visual feedback, haptic feedback, 

and initial reminders on the need to hit only two types of objects and avoid the rest, over 

half of the subjects with stroke hit a greater proportion of distractors than 95% of 

controls. Subjects with stroke were twice as likely to be impaired in this parameter if 

they also had neglect. 

 The ability to inhibit a motor action is an important cognitive function of voluntary 

motor behaviour (Munoz and Everling, 2004).  Motor decisional processes mediate the 
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initiation of an automatic motor response to a new stimulus with the voluntary response 

required by the task (Theeuwes et al., 1998). This ability to inhibit stimulus-driven and 

enact task-driven motor responses can be measured by eye movements in the anti-

saccade task (Hallett, 1978) and arm movements in an anti-pointing task (Day and 

Lyon, 2000). In both tasks, subjects must inhibit a movement to the appearance of a 

visual stimulus and move to the equal and opposite location. Subjects with stroke 

having damage to frontal lobes have been shown to make erroneous saccades towards 

a stimulus in an anti-saccade task (Guitton et al., 1985). Subjects with stroke and visual 

neglect show greater endpoint errors and longer reaction times in an anti-pointing 

condition (on both sides of space) than controls or subjects with stroke (Rossit et al., 

2011). Distractor proportion in the current study correlated with BIT scores just as anti-

pointing impairments correlated with the severity of neglect.  

 The assessment of rapid visuomotor skills post-stroke has potentially useful 

applications when rehabilitation goals are to regain high function. The object hit and 

avoid task may be very predictive of the ability to drive, return to work, or maintain 

complete independence as these skills require the ability to make many rapid motor 

decisions daily. We show that impairments in these skills are not always captured by 

currently used pen and paper cognitive screening tools such as the MoCA. Also, since 

this task relies on many domains of function to be successful, it may be a good indicator 

of overall stroke recovery. 

 This task is also part of a larger research program to design a battery of robotic 

assessment tasks to create a quantitative diagnostic assessment of sensory, motor, and 

cognitive impairments post-stroke (Scott and Dukelow, 2011). The use of a robotic 
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assessment provides objective, continuous measures of performance that are 

responsive to small changes and compared to a normative model of healthy control 

performance. This overcomes issues of subjectivity, coarse ordinal scales, criteria-

based scoring, and lack of responsiveness (including floor and ceiling effects) seen in 

many standard assessments of post-stroke functioning. We have also developed 

assessments of visually-guided reaching (Coderre et al., 2010), bimanual control 

(Lowrey et al., 2014), limb position sense (Dukelow et al., 2010), kinesthesia (Semrau et 

al., 2013), and limb afferent feedback for action (Bourke et al., 2015). The goal is that 

information from this assessment battery may be used collectively to provide more 

precise and responsive tools to guide individualized rehabilitation care. 

 Successful performance in the current task requires many sensorimotor and 

cognitive skills, thus failure can reflect many potential impairments in sensory, motor 

and cognitive functions. In order to identify unique impairments in individual participants, 

it is important to consider the type of parameters that show poor performance. For 

example, subjects who have impairments in the number objects hit, but not distractor 

proportion, may have underlying sensorimotor impairments, but no cognitive 

impairments. These subjects may be better candidates for sensorimotor rather than 

more cognitive-related rehabilitation. Future work is required to identify whether these 

patterns of impairment can predict the best type of rehabilitation for each individual.  

 

4.6 Conclusions 

 The object hit and avoid task provides a simple and fast approach to quantify the 

use of attention and selection to perform rapid motor actions with the arms. Most 
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subjects with stroke were found to be impaired when performing this task, especially 

those with neglect. Many parameters had high inter-rater reliability and correlated with 

various clinical measures of impairments and ability to perform daily activities.  
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4.8 Supplementary Materials 

4.8.1 Clinical Assessments 

Subjects with stroke were evaluated by a trained physician, physiotherapist, or 

occupational therapist using a number of standardized clinical assessments.  Both arms 

were assessed using the Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment (CMSA) (Gowland et 

al., 1993) to determine arm function.  The CMSA is based on Brunnstrom’s stages of 

motor recovery post-stroke (Brunnstrom, 1966).  Functional abilities were measured 

with the Functional Independence Measure (FIM), which has both a motor and cognitive 
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component (Keith et al., 1987).  The conventional subtests of the Behavioural 

Inattention Test (BIT) were used to screen for deficits in spatial attention (Wilson et al., 

1987).  Subjects with stroke who scored <130 on the BIT were defined as having visual 

neglect and were analyzed separately (referred to as neglect subjects). Subjects were 

also screened for cognitive deficits using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) 

(Nasreddine et al., 2005). The handedness of controls and subjects with stroke was 

determined by the Modified Edinburgh Handedness test (Oldfield, 1971). 

 

4.8.2 Behavioural Task 

Subjects were assessed in an object hit and avoid task (Figure 13), which is 

based on a previous object hitting task (Tyryshkin et al., 2014).  At the beginning of the 

task, subjects were presented two shapes on the screen.  Subjects were instructed to 

hit these two shapes (‘targets’) away from them and avoid all other shapes 

(‘distractors’).  Subjects could use both hands which were represented by horizontal 

paddles.  Both target objects and distractor objects dropped from one of 10 bins located 

at the top of the screen 8 cm apart (bins not displayed on screen). A total of 30 objects 

(20 targets and 10 distractors) were released from each bin (200 targets and 100 

distractors total).  Objects were released from all 10 bins before a bin was reused.  

Objects dropped at an increasing rate following the equation: 

Drop Rate = 0.5 objects/second + [0.025 objects/second2 x (time(s))] 
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Figure 17. Screenshot of a subject performing the task 

Objects included 2 target shapes (chosen from 6 pair variants) and 6 distractor shapes (4 are 

shapes used as targets in other task variants and 2 were always distractors). 
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The maximum number of objects possible to appear on the screen 

simultaneously increased from 1 to 16 over the course of the task.  The speed of the 

objects moving towards the subject was 50 to 100% of maximum drop speed, which 

increased following the equation: 

max drop speed = 15 cm/s +[0.3 cm/s2 x (time(s))]  

Thus targets moved at ~10 cm/s in the beginning of the task and increased to 

~50 cm/s by the end of the task.  Position of the objects and hand position was recorded 

at 200 Hz.  The task took just over 2 minutes to complete. 

 One of 6 task variants were used with varying shapes designated as targets and 

distractors.  Target pairs had similar width but were always different heights and 

different classes of shapes (Figure 17).  Distractors consisted of the remaining unused 

shapes (shapes used as targets in other task variants), as well as two wider shapes. 

 

4.8.3 Task Parameters 

Global Performance 

1. Object processing rate (objects/second): The rate of correctly processed objects 

was determined by sampling the number of target hits and distractor misses from 

the time the first object was hit or left the screen to the time the 240th object (80% 

of task complete) was hit or left the screen. The rate was sampled at 3 times the 

number of total objects (approx. 7 Hz) to maintain time resolution. To filter this 

signal, we convolved each peak with a Gaussian window (MATLAB function 

normpdf, standard deviation sigma set to 6 samples (~0.9 sec)). From this rate 

signal, the optimal Von Bertalanffy Growth Curve ( y=<max height>*(1-exp(-
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(<curvature>)*<data>)) ) (Allen, 1966, von Bertalanffy, 1966) for the data was 

calculated and the value of this curve when 80% of the task was completed was 

used to approximate the object processing rate near the end of the task for each 

individual subject. The rate was taken at 80% of task complete so that 

performance was at or near maximum, but not at 100% as the ratio of distractor 

object dropping statistically increased at the end of task. This is because there is 

always a 66% chance of dropping a target object, but objects are sampled 

without replacement, leading to the statistical scenario of running out of target 

objects and only being able to drop distractor objects from a given bin at the end 

of the task. 

Additional task parameters (see below and Table 7) are based on the same definitions 

found in the previous object hit task (Tyryshkin et al., 2014). 

 

Spatial and Temporal Performance 

2. Miss bias: Spatial position quantifying the extent to which the number of target 

misses deviates from being equally distributed on either side. Computed as sum 

of target misses in each bin (m), multiplied by the bin position (x), and then 

divided by the total number of target misses (sum(mx)/sum(m)). 

3. Hand transition: Spatial transition point in subject’s hand preference for hitting 

targets. This is the mean of the right hand’s and the left hand’s weighted means 

of their respective target hit distributions.  The weighted mean of each hand only 

includes target hits by that hand in bins where both hands have been used to hit 

targets (overlapping bins) and one additional bin beside the overlapping bins 
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(where that hand has been used to hit targets). If bins do not overlap, only the 

leftmost bin with target hits from the right hand and the rightmost bin with target 

hits from the left hand are used in the weighted means.  

4. Median error (% of targets): Percentage of targets dropped at the time which half 

of the total targets which will be missed have been missed. 

Hand Specific Performance 

5. Movement Area: The areas of space used by each hand during the task. 

Computed as the area of the convex hull- a complex polygon which captures the 

boundaries of the movement trajectories of each hand (Cormen et al., 1990, 

Tyryshkin et al., 2014).  Calculated for each hand separately. 

6. Hand speed: The average hand speed calculated from each time step (5 ms) 

over the course of the task. Calculated for each hand separately. 

7. Hand bias hits: The difference between the number of target hits with the right 

hand and the number of target hits with the left hand divided by the total number 

of target hits. 

8. Hand selection overlap: The number of times successive target hits were with 

different hands divided by the total number of target hits. 

9.  Hand movement bias area: Difference in movement area of the right and left 

hands divided by the sum of the movement area of the right and left hands. 

10. Hand bias speed: The difference in mean hand speed of the right and left hands 

divided by the sum of the mean hand speed of the right and left hands. 
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4.8.4 Statistical Analysis 

 Performance of control subjects was analyzed for any effects of age, sex, or 

handedness.  Control values were age-regressed and Box Cox transforms were used to 

normalize control distributions when necessary (Box and Cox, 1964, Lowrey et al., 

2014).  Control parameter values were then assessed for any effect of sex or 

handedness and values, subdivided into respective categories if effects were significant, 

and age regressed and Box Cox transformed if necessary.  All parameter values were 

converted to z-scores of the model to allow for comparison across all subjects (because 

age, sex, and handedness are now accounted for in the model). 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

The goal of this thesis work was to develop new assessment tools for 

sensorimotor deficits that can occur in people after a stroke. We expanded on previous 

research into robotic assessment of stroke-related impairments in motor coordination 

using visually-guided reaching (Coderre et al., 2010) and sensory perception of the limb 

position using a limb position matching task (Dukelow et al., 2010) . We focused on the 

use of sensory feedback to guide motor action, which is considered to be a fundamental 

part of the sophistication of ongoing motor control according to recent theories (Todorov 

and Jordan, 2002, Scott, 2004). 

The results in chapter 2 describe how we designed a postural perturbation task 

to assess the use of upper limb afferent feedback to guide motor corrective responses. 

Individual subjects with stroke were identified as having impaired performance when 

they were outside the range of behavior of 95% of controls. Many individual subjects 

with stroke were slower and less accurate than controls in their corrective responses. 

About half of the subjects who were impaired in the task showed the same impairments 

with both arms. Furthermore, subjects with stroke did not improve their task 

performance when visual feedback was provided except for endpoint accuracy. 

The results in chapter 3 describe how we analyzed the patterns of impairments in 

subjects with stroke who were assessed in the visually-guided-reaching, limb position 
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matching, and postural perturbation tasks. We found that impairments in each of the 

three tasks were relatively independent, highlighting each task’s important contribution 

to the overall picture of impairments in any one subject. We also found individual 

subjects who were impaired in all three tasks, any combination of two tasks, one task, 

or no tasks. This again shows how each task provides unique information to further 

refine stroke-related impairments both categorically and quantitatively. 

The results in chapter 4 describe how we designed an object hit and avoid task 

to assess bimanual motor skills in selectively and strategically responding to a complex 

and busy environment. Individual subjects with stroke had an increased ratio of virtual 

distractor objects hit versus target objects hit. This decreased selectivity of motor 

responses significantly correlated to performance on a clinical cognitive screening test.  

In summary, this thesis provides methods to characterize post-stroke 

impairments in using sensory feedback about the state of the limb and the external 

environment. These results highlight that the disruption of the use of sensory feedback 

for motor action occurs frequently after a stroke. Frequently, subjects with stroke also 

cannot effectively use sensory feedback about a complex environment to make 

strategic motor responses. Thus, characterizing the use of sensory feedback for action 

contributes to an overall understanding of post-stroke impairments that may have 

important implications for rehabilitation strategies. 
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5.2 Neuroanatomical Correlates of Behavioural Impairments 

 Broad lesion localization can contribute to our understanding of where in the 

brain is responsible for different aspects of sensorimotor control. In chapter 2, as well as 

other studies of robotic stroke assessments (Coderre et al., 2010, Dukelow et al., 2010, 

Tyryshkin et al., 2014), we differentiated between subjects with stroke who were 

primarily impaired on the left or the right side of their body. We found that deficits were 

generally more prevalent in left-affected subjects. This higher prevalence may be due to 

the right hemisphere playing a greater role in sensory and motor processing (Bowen et 

al., 1999, Kerkhoff, 2001, Serrien et al., 2006). In chapter 2 we also found that bilateral 

deficits in perturbation corrections were more prevalent in left-affected than right-

affected subjects. There is growing evidence of hemispheric specialization in motor 

control from performance differences between controls using the dominant or non-

dominant arm, as well as different ipsilesional impairments in left-affected versus right-

affected subjects with stroke (Sainburg and Duff, 2006, Schaefer et al., 2007, Schaefer 

et al., 2012, Mutha et al., 2014). 

Many studies include only subjects who have specific lesion locations to infer if 

that underlying neuroanatomy is crucial to a particular function (Bates et al., 2003). A 

recent study by Kenzie et al. (2014) examined proprioceptive impairments in a group of 

10 subjects who had lesions involving areas hypothesized to be involved in 

proprioception. These subjects were assessed on two robotic tasks assessing limb 

position matching and kinesthesia (Dukelow et al., 2010, Semrau et al., 2013, Kenzie et 

al., 2014).  Seven out of ten subjects were impaired in either the limb position matching 

or kinesthesia task (Kenzie et al., 2014).  
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Subjects with specific behavioural impairments can also be used to pinpoint key 

anatomical locations critical to specific functional circuits in the brain. This can be done 

by finding rare impairment phenotypes such as the visual form agnosia in patient DF 

(Goodale et al., 1991). This patient was unable to visually perceive object properties like 

orientation, but able to use this visual information to put cards in slots of different 

orientations (Goodale et al., 1991). This patient had irreversible brain damage ventrally 

in the lateral occipital region. In contrast, patients with optic ataxia following damage to 

the posterior parietal region have difficulty reaching accurately and adjusting hand and 

finger configuration to the orientation of a visual targets but have no difficulty 

recognizing them (Perenin and Vighetto, 1988). This double dissociation of impairment 

phenotypes contributed to the hypothesis that different functional networks underlie the 

use of visual information for perception and for motor action (Goodale and Milner, 

1992). In chapter 4 we also define specific impairment phenotypes. Analysis of subjects 

with opposite impairment combinations may lead to determining distinct anatomical 

areas responsible for different sensorimotor processes, such as the use of limb afferent 

feedback for perception versus for motor action. 

Another approach is to categorize large groups of subjects by behavioural 

impairments and examine the underlying lesion locations (Bates et al., 2003). This has 

been done when comparing common overlap of lesion location for subjects with stroke 

and visual neglect in comparison to lesion locations of subjects with stroke without 

visual neglect (Vallar and Perani, 1986, Karnath et al., 2001, Committeri et al., 2007). 

However, studies have also challenged the involvement of the  areas identified in these 

studies as critical to the presence of visual neglect (Karnath et al., 2001, Mort et al., 
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2003, Buxbaum et al., 2004). Thus, this approach was insufficient to bring consensus 

on the neuroanatomy underlying visual neglect. 

Voxel based lesion-symptom mapping is a relatively new technique which may 

provide more information on how lesions to particular brain areas relate to observed 

behavioural impairments (Bates et al., 2003). This technique compares lesion location 

at its highest resolution with behavioural data (which is often coarse- see Chapter 1).  

The distribution of behavioural performance is compared for subjects who did versus did 

not have a lesion at each voxel (the smallest brain volume measurable by 

neuroimaging). This provides a t-statistic for each voxel and an overall statistical map of 

the relationship of lesioned brain areas to the severity of the behavioural impairment 

(Bates et al., 2003). 

New analysis tools including voxel based lesion-symptom mapping were used to 

clarify the sometimes contradictory findings of different studies trying to relate lesion 

location to the presence of visual neglect (Karnath et al., 2009). Comparison of white 

matter tracts and neglect-associated lesion locations showed that damage to the white 

matter connections of a perisylvian network was a typical finding in visual neglect, but 

damage to the gray matter areas of the network was more predictive of visual neglect. 

Thus, characterizing this network through new techniques helps to unify the variability 

existing in studies of the anatomical underpinnings of visual neglect (Karnath and 

Rorden, 2012). 

Voxel-based lesion symptom mapping could also be used in combination with 

robotic stroke assessment. Robotic assessment measures are continuous and 

quantitative, making comparison of performance distributions at each voxel more 
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precise. Robotic tasks also provide a richness of data on specific functional components 

relating to overall task success, such that lesion statistical maps of individual 

parameters could be looked at separately. Performance across tasks could also be 

analyzed to further understand the areas involved in sensorimotor processing. 

Neuroimaging can also help to define stroke subtypes, optimize treatment, and predict 

long-term outcomes after a stroke (Gale and Pearson, 2012). Thus, combining robotic 

assessment and neuroimaging data may contribute to defining neuroanatomical 

correlates underlying aspects of sensorimotor function and informing clinical decisions 

about individualized stroke rehabilitation. 

 

5.3 Designing a Neurological Assessment Battery 

The tools designed and studied in this thesis contribute to a larger assessment 

battery designed to characterize sensory, motor, and cognitive functions post-stroke 

(Scott and Dukelow, 2011). As described in chapter 3, the postural perturbation task 

was designed to be a task that looked at the use of limb afferent feedback for action. 

Performance on this perturbation task was expected to relate to both motor (visually-

guided reaching task) and sensory (limb position matching task) function. Thus, we had 

expected perturbation impairments to fall somewhere along this sensorimotor 

impairment continuum, but found that these impairments were largely independent. 

Chapter 3 highlighted that functions can be exclusively impaired and multiple 

measurements must be combined to fully understand an individual’s impairment profile. 
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Traditional cognitive assessments can also be administered using robotic 

technology (Scott and Dukelow, 2011). This approach may help to differentiate whether 

difficulties in performing a cognitive task relate to lower-level sensorimotor impairments 

or deficits in higher level executive functions. The Object Hit and Avoid task required 

subjects to not only detect an object, but also process whether the object was a target 

or distractor by a combination of shape classification and height. Therefore, additional 

cognitive processes involved in appropriately using sensory feedback to guide motor 

decisions in this task (Treisman and Gelade, 1980, Day and Lyon, 2000, Cisek, 2007). 

Thus, the Object Hit and Avoid task studied in chapter 4 involved more cognitive 

aspects than the tasks in chapters 2 and 3, as well as the Object Hit task (Tyryshkin et 

al., 2014). Cognitive impairments in subjects with stroke, as measured by the Montreal 

Cognitive Assessment, also correlated more with impairments in the Object Hit and 

Avoid task than with impairments in the Object Hit task. Comparison of performance on 

these two robotic tasks may identify impairments specific to the additional cognitive load 

unique to the Object Hit and Avoid task. 

As more tasks are developed, this increases the total time required to complete 

the assessment battery (Scott and Dukelow, 2011). Thus, strategies are needed to 

either reduce the time of assessments or strategically choose which assessments to 

administer. Reducing the time to administer the visually-guided reaching task from 8 to 

4 minutes resulted in minimal changes to sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy in 

correctly identifying subjects with stroke and not controls (Mostafavi et al., 2014a). 

Further reduction of the visually-guided reaching task to two minutes can still provide 

similar information. Hierarchical systems can also be designed to minimize the total 
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number of tasks assessed while maximizing the impairment information recorded 

(Mostafavi et al., 2014b). Certain statistical relationships exist between passing or failing 

the position matching task (Dukelow et al., 2010), the object hit task (Tyryshkin et al., 

2014), and the visually guided reaching task with the affected and unaffected arm 

(Coderre et al., 2010). It was found that the object hit task was the most predictive of the 

presence or absence of impairments in other tasks, highlighting its utility as an early 

discriminative test (Mostafavi et al., 2014b). Passing the object hit task was 97% 

predictive of passing the visually-guided reaching task with the unaffected arm. This 

shows how hierarchical ordering could lead to saving up to 8 minutes of assessment 

time by skipping visually-guided reaching with the unaffected arm when a subject 

already passed the object hit task (Mostafavi et al., 2014b). The object hit and avoid 

task from chapter 4 may also be an early discriminative test, and similarly predictive of 

impairments in assessments like the object hit task. Thus, strategies are available to 

reduce the time to administer assessments as well as design smart systems where not 

all tasks need to be administered before impairment information is sufficiently 

comprehensive to establish recovery status and/or guide treatment decisions. 

Strength can be an obstacle for subjects with stroke completing an assessment 

battery. The KINARM exoskeleton provided full support against gravity, removing the 

confounding factor of strength in identifying underlying sensorimotor impairments. 

However, a KINARM strength task would be useful to characterize this impairment. 

Task design must also consider how subjects interpret the task instructions. Due 

to the variability in cognitive function and communication skills (Teasell and Hussein, 

2013), tasks must be designed to be simply explained and rather intuitive to learn. 
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Tasks should also be designed to avoid multiple possible behavioural strategies to 

minimize control performance variability. Otherwise, stroke-related impairments may be 

hidden in the high control performance variability and remain undetected. This is related 

to carefully designing task instructions, as behavioural strategies need to be streamlined 

without leading to exhaustive instructions. 

 

5.4 Considerations in Robotic Assessments Informing Clinical 

Prognosis 

Assessments can provide important prognostic information that can be used to 

inform early stroke management, rehabilitation goals, and discharge planning (Kwakkel 

and Kollen, 2013). Non-linear system identification methods have been used to 

investigate the ability of the visually-guided reaching (Coderre et al., 2010) and limb 

position matching (Dukelow et al., 2010) performance metrics to predict future clinical 

outcomes (Mostafavi et al., 2013). Robotic assessment measures were able to 

significantly predict the ability to complete activities of daily living at patient discharge 

(as measured by the Functional Independence Measure), as well as the length of stay 

at the hospital (Mostafavi et al., 2013). Systematic shift in the position matching task 

was one of the two robotic parameters most predictive of Functional Independence 

Measure scores at hospital discharge. This is particularly significant since the 

Functional Independence Measure is generally considered to be a motor dominant 

score. This finding highlights the importance of the sensory system to successful motor 

performance after a stroke. The postural perturbation task (chapter 2) measures the use 
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of limb afferent feedback for action. Thus, further studies should investigate whether the 

postural perturbation task has additional prognostic value of long-term stroke outcomes 

including the ability to complete activities of daily living. 

 Early cognitive impairments are predictive of long-term stroke outcomes including 

depression, quality of life, disability, dependent discharge location,  and long-term 

cognitive impairment (Heruti et al., 2002, Nys et al., 2006, van der Zwaluw et al., 2011, 

Wagle et al., 2011, Salvadori et al., 2013). Specific impairments in attentional abilities, 

information processing, and executive functions may also contribute significant  

independent prognostic value to predicting functional outcomes post-stroke (Barker-

Collo and Feigin, 2006, Barker-Collo et al., 2010a, Barker-Collo et al., 2010b). The 

Object Hit and Avoid task requires some of these processes and shows significant 

correlation with the Montreal Cognitive Assessment. Thus, further studies should 

investigate whether initial object hit and avoid task performance is predictive of long-

term cognitive abilities and functional outcomes post-stroke.  

 

5.5 Considerations in Robotic Assessments Informing Clinical 

Decisions about Stroke Rehabilitation 

 Currently, the lack of sensitive clinical assessments for stroke may relate to the 

failure of many studies to find favorable outcomes of any particular drug or rehabilitation 

therapy (Duncan et al., 2000a). The objective and quantitative measures from robotic 

assessments may detect significant partial recovery that dichotomized clinical outcomes 

may overlook (Duncan et al., 2000b, Scott and Dukelow, 2011). Identifying stroke 
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impairments and their severity by comparison to normative models of control 

performance (which were used throughout this thesis) would avoid inconsistencies in 

thresholds chosen in standard clinical assessments (Sulter et al., 1999, Duncan et al., 

2000a, Herter et al., 2014).  

 A robotic assessment battery could also be used to guide rehabilitation strategies 

and track recovery of function. A recent study by (Semrau et al., 2015) looked at the 

recovery of stroke impairments in four robotic tasks. This study found recovery was still 

occurring up to 6 months post-stroke. There was also considerable variability in the 

evolution of stroke recovery for individual subjects. Individual recovery was sometimes 

inconsistent across tasks. This information could be used to determine how effectively 

current rehabilitation strategies address different sensory, motor and cognitive 

impairments. Furthermore, recovery differences across functions may indicate 

differences in the critical window for rehabilitation for each of these functions.  

The use of robotic technology for stroke assessment addresses many barriers to 

the use of standard clinical assessments to guide stroke rehabilitation (Scott and 

Dukelow, 2011). The gap is between assessment and rehabilitation is currently so large 

that even ‘gold standard’ assessment tools are rarely used to guide clinical decisions 

(Balasubramanian et al., 2012). Thus, this thesis is a timely addition to ongoing stroke 

rehabilitation research. The breadth of robotic assessments being developed may 

provide a more holistic picture of stroke impairments, recovery, and the specific effects 

of treatment that standard clinical assessments may have overlooked. These include 

assessments of proprioception (Dukelow et al., 2010, Semrau et al., 2013), limb afferent 

feedback for action (chapter 2), bimanual control (Lowrey et al., 2014), and bimanual 
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skills when interacting with a complex environment (chapter 4). Furthermore, individuals 

with different combinations of impairments (as investigated in chapter 3) may also 

benefit from different rehabilitation strategies. 

 

5.6 Limitations 

Subjects with stroke were at different points in their neurological recovery when 

assessed using robotic and clinical measures. This added heterogeneity to our sample. 

Subjects were assessed between 1-50 days post-stroke in all three studies due to the 

variability in when different sites had access to patients. On average, a significant 

amount of recovery occurs in these first 50 days (Jorgensen et al., 1995). But these 

recovery profiles are dependent on the initial severity of the stroke. As such, this larger 

recruitment window presumably increased the spectrum of stroke severity, ranging from 

those with severe strokes with little opportunity yet for recovery, to those with less 

impairment who had up to seven weeks of recovery. If recruitment had been limited to 

only subjects with more acute stroke, we would hypothesize that the robotic tasks 

described in this thesis would have identified a greater proportion of subjects as having 

impairments. Longitudinal assessment of subjects with stroke in the postural 

perturbation task and the object hit and avoid task are ongoing projects which will shed 

light on how much recovery occurs across this recruitment window. 

Another obstacle when designing a new assessment tool is determining its 

validity (Fitzpatrick et al., 1998). Often there is no existing ‘gold-standard’ assessment to 

compare against. This was true in our experiments, leading to one of our key measures 
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of validity being the percentage of individual subjects with stroke that were identified by 

a given task. This was a limited proof of validity as the presence of stroke does not 

necessarily mean the presence of the impairment we were trying to measure. 

Convergent evidence can be used in the absence of a ‘gold-standard’ to show 

the validity of a newly designed assessment tool (Fitzpatrick et al., 1998). Converging 

evidence is required from multiple other measures that are hypothesized to relate to the 

same underlying factor(s). These correlations should be moderate to strong, but not so 

strong (i.e. r=1) that the new assessment is providing redundant information (Fitzpatrick 

et al., 1998). Clinical correlations, especially to postural perturbation task measures, 

were weaker than would be hoped for to prove this convergent validity. This may be due 

to the coarse ordinal scales many of these clinical measures use, resulting in weaker 

correlations. Future studies should compare robotic assessment measures with clinical 

assessments like the Wolf Motor Function Test (Wolf et al., 2001) that are less coarse 

because they measure the time to complete a given movement. 

 

5.7 Other Future Research Avenues 

The studies in this thesis are a translation of a wealth of basic science research 

into clinical assessment research (Scott, 2004, Scott and Dukelow, 2011, Pruszynski 

and Scott, 2012, Scott et al., 2015). The creation of robotic assessment tasks for stroke 

is an exciting practical application of ongoing motor control research, but also has a 

limited clinical perspective. Future studies may benefit from a clinical perspective of 

what weaknesses exist in clinical assessments and then solving the problem using this 

novel robotic stroke assessment approach. For instance, researchers have used robotic 
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devices and muscle recording to measure muscle co-activation patterns (Levin and 

Dimov, 1997, Beer et al., 2000, Cirstea et al., 2003, Trumbower et al., 2010, Roh et al., 

2015). These abnormal patterns after stroke have then been correlated to the severity 

of the loss of voluntary control, as measured by clinical assessments like the Fugl-

Meyer (Trumbower et al., 2010, Roh et al., 2015). Thus, a robotic platform provides the 

perfect opportunity to quantitatively measure the amount of torque produced by each 

joint during voluntary motor actions. 

Normative models of healthy control performance in these robotic tasks may also 

provide insight into sex differences in bimanual motor performance. A recent study has 

highlighted a sex-related advantage for females in a bimanual motor task (Albines, 

2014). In this task, subjects pulled back a hinge with one hand and then pushed a 

button or put a washer on a peg with the other hand. Since this second target was 

located under the hinge, and the primary outcome measure was the timing to complete 

the task, coordination of rapid alternating movements between arms was critical to task 

performance. Females were found to perform the task faster than males, which may be 

related to improved communication between the hemispheres as females have a larger 

corpus callosum (Allen et al., 1991, Albines, 2014). 

 However, we did not find that females performed better than males in our Object 

Hit and Avoid task. In fact, in this task requiring both limbs, for parameters in which 

differences were found between sexes, males performed better. For instance, males hit 

significantly more target objects than females.  The contrast between our results and 

those of Albines (2014) likely relate to the relatively independent use of both arms in our 

Object Hit and Avoid task whereas the task by Albines (2014) required precise temporal 
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coordination between the arms. Interestingly, another KINARM task required both limbs 

to balance a ball on a bar while moving the ball to spatial targets (Lowrey et al., 2014). 

Females in this task had significantly fewer corrective responses than males as 

measured by the number of hand speed peaks.  

 

5.8 Conclusions 

This thesis examined the use of robotic technology to develop assessments of 

sensorimotor function, with a focus on the use of sensory feedback for motor action. We 

have characterized how individual subjects with stroke were impaired in the use of limb 

afferent feedback to correct for a mechanical perturbation (chapter 2). We further 

showed that impairments in these perturbation responses were largely independent of 

visually-guided reaching and limb position matching impairments, highlighting that each 

task contributes novel and important information to each subject`s unique combination 

of impairments (chapter 3). Finally, we characterized stroke-related impairments in 

bimanual skills while responding to a complex environment that required additional 

cognitive processing of each object (chapter 4). This thesis has highlights that stroke 

can cause impairments in the use of sensory feedback for action, yet current sensory 

retraining after stroke is limited (Schabrun and Hillier, 2009). This may be related to the 

use of outcome measures that are not reliable and sensitive to changes in impairments.  

The work of this thesis contributes to a larger battery of robotic assessments 

being developed and tested, which could improve stroke rehabilitation practices (Scott 

and Dukelow, 2011). This evolving robotic assessment battery represents an advance 

over current clinical assessment methods. This robotic battery now integrates our 
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knowledge of the importance of sensory feedback to the sophistication of voluntary 

motor control when quantifying the breadth of potential sensory, motor, and cognitive 

impairments post-stroke. 
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